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Population

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

2010 Census

5,788

12,854

46,351

2011 Estimate

5,749

12,858

46,485

2016 Projection

5,770

13,052

47,249

+0.4%

+1.5%

+1.6%

Change: 2011 – 2016

Households

2.5 Miles

2010 Census

2,177

4,597

16,442

2011 Estimate

2,165

4,597

16,483

2016 Projection

2,187

4,702

16,869

+1.0%

+2.3%

+2.3%

Change: 2011 – 2016

Median HH Income

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

2011 Estimate

$45,735

$52,615

$54,856

2016 Projection

$51,865

$57,178

$59,863

Change: 2011 – 2016

+13.4%

+8.7%

+9.1%
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Q. Would you consider living in downtown Wayland?
Response

Count

Percent

Yes

77

26%

Maybe

49

16%

No

172

58%

Downtown Wayland | Consumer Online and Intercept Survey | 2012
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The phrase, echoed throughout the decades, personifies the nature of
changes in the economic landscape of traditional downtown and
neighborhood commercial districts. Expanding retail competition, evolving
technologies, and changing lifestyle trends continue to affect business
opportunities and the ways in which people interact within the traditional
downtown environment.
The key to improving the economic performance of the Wayland
downtown business district ultimately lies in the development and
implementation of market-driven business improvement and marketing
strategies that capitalize on local assets and emerging opportunities.
Wayland DDA/Main Street Program, in conjunction with technical services
and support provided by Michigan Main Street Center, spearheaded the
Market Study and Business Development Strategies project to promote an
in-depth understanding of local and regional market conditions and trends
impacting the downtown district’s current economic performance and
opportunities for the future. Information and direction gained throughout
the market study and strategies development process will provide a sound
basis for local decision-making processes and strategies aimed at
enhancing the economic performance and social qualities of downtown
Wayland.
Technical assistance provided by DPN to facilitate the study process is
furnished by Michigan Main Street Center as part of a comprehensive
“self-help program” that provides extensive training and technical
assistance to select Michigan Main Street network communities. Local
Wayland Main Street project team members participated in a series of
work sessions that provided guidance for the implementation of the
Downtown Wayland Market Study. Key steps in the process also included:


The collection and review of background information.



The analysis and summary of trade area demographic and economic
data contained in ESRI reports.



The performance of consumer surveys, business surveys, focus
groups and a public workshop.

An extensive amount of information and data was compiled and analyzed
throughout the course of the market study process. This report has been
prepared to highlight key information and findings that could be
particularly relevant to the community’s ongoing downtown enhancement
efforts.

Wayland Main Street
120 West Superior Street
Post Office Box 408
Wayland, Michigan 49348
 (888) 417-6653
 www.downtownwayland.com
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Study Objectives
The study process was orchestrated to:
► Engage community and downtown stakeholders in an exploration
of the market area and possibilities for the future of Wayland’s
Main Street district
► Identify conditions that are impacting the Main Street Area’s
economic performance
► Define the downtown’s geographic trade area and profile the
trade area’s major consumer market segments
► Identify population and market trends in relation to potential
business development and marketing strategies
► Identify potential business development opportunities and
related business retention, expansion and recruitment strategies
► Assess potential for Downtown Wayland housing opportunities

Key Planning Steps
The process behind the completion of the Downtown Wayland Market
Study engaged residents, business persons and community leaders in the
exploration of opportunities for Downtown Wayland’s future. Key planning
steps include:
►

The collection and review of background materials and
information, including a Downtown Blueprint completed in 2005
and a Downtown Renovation Study completed in 2006

►

Planning and strategy sessions conducted with the local
Downtown Wayland Market Study project team comprised of
Wayland Main Street staff, volunteers and community leaders

►

An open invitation Downtown Wayland business development
workshop

►

A visual assessment of existing conditions in the downtown
district and the surrounding area

►

The performance of a field exercise to assist in determining the
dimensions of the downtown’s geographic trade area

►

The procurement and analysis of trade area demographic, lifestyle
and economic data

►

The facilitation of primary research to examine specific
development opportunities and potential marketing concepts

Stakeholders from a broad cross-section of the Wayland community
participated in the process to gain a solid understanding of Downtown
Wayland opportunities as they relate to current conditions, market
characteristics and trends. The findings and results provide a solid basis
upon which local leaders can make sound business decisions about the
future of the Wayland Main Street Area.

Limitations and Disclaimers
Retail market analyses, their components (such as retail
sales gap analyses) and derivative business development
plans provide important guidance on how a commercial
area should, theoretically, be able to perform and on the
sales levels businesses should be able to achieve.
However, a number of factors affect the actual
performance of businesses and commercial areas,
including the skills of the business operator, level of
business capitalization, the quality of the physical
environment, changes in overall economic conditions,
the effectiveness of business and district marketing
programs, and many other factors. The information in
this report is intended to provide a foundation of
information for making business development decisions,
but it does not and cannot ensure business success.
As is true of all demographic, economic and market
studies, our analysis’ reliability is limited to the reliability
and quality of the data available. Our research assumes
that all data made available by and procured from
federal, state, county, city, primary and third party
sources is accurate and reliable.
Because market conditions change rapidly and
sometimes without warning, the information and
opinions expressed here represent a snapshot in time
and cannot predict or gauge future changes or results.

– –

Wayland, Michigan is located in Allegan County along Highway 131,
north of Kalamazoo, and south of – and within easy access to – Grand
Rapids. Wayland’s geographic proximity to Grand Rapids endows it with
both some of the benefits, as well as some of the more challenging
aspects, of existence as a “bedroom community.”
The Main Street District serves as the effective “center of town,” and
indeed is a center of commerce for other nearby communities, by virtue
of its activity level and the business offerings contained in the district.
More specifically, the Main Street district encompasses an approximate
four block area composed of commercial, residential and historic spaces.
The downtown area ranges east and west along Superior Street from
Forrest Street to encompass some parcels just beyond Church Street,
and along Main Street, from just beyond Maple Street to the north and
to Hanlon Court to the south.

Wayland
Main Street Area

Wayland’s downtown, which was once traversed by Highway 131, saw
business development shift west when the highway became a four lane
expressway and was relocated to the west of town. Today the
downtown area is comprised of retailers that serve the day-to-day needs
of Wayland and area residents, as well as a scattering of specialty retail.
Some popular eating and drinking establishments in the district run the
gamut from the town’s very popular coffee shop, to limited service
specialty items like the ice cream shop, to the local family favorite
restaurant serving home-style meals. The Main Street area is also home
to many professional and service businesses from medical practitioners
to insurance agencies, to pet care and salons.
Immediately adjacent to, and even Intertwined with, the various
commercial endeavors are residential properties. The downtown area
also serves as the hub for city governmental services with City Hall being
located centrally on Main Street. Many of the city’s historic structures
are also found in the downtown district and include the historic Henika
District Library on South Main Street.

– –

Development Patterns
The downtown district is characterized by an admixture of traditional two-story commercial buildings arranged to form a
streetwall that is inviting to pedestrians, and more auto-oriented uses, such as strip malls. The combination of this mix of
orientations, along with frequent breaks in the streetwall in the form of parking lots, mini-parks, and perhaps most
significantly the available parking and ready access through the rear of even the more traditionally pedestrian oriented
blocks, may mean the Main Street program will face a significant challenge in creating a sense of identity for the district, as
well as a critical mass of visible activity on the sidewalks.
Readily available parking and easy access through the rear of buildings may be a boon – and indeed may be reflected at
least in part in survey numbers showing a high degree of frequent use of the downtown district by area residents – in some
respects to merchants. In another respect, it provides a new set of challenges if attempting to create the strolling,
shopping, customer-sharing characteristics that benefit most traditional downtown districts.
Two-way traffic exists throughout the district with few congestion issues experienced even on busy days. The streetscape is
currently undergoing improvements; sidewalks in the more walkable part of the district are of generous width; and on
street parallel parking buffers pedestrians from traffic. Parking is abundantly supplied throughout the Downtown District,
both on street, at the rears of buildings, and in public and private lots.

Aesthetics and Appearances
th

The buildings in the downtown area range in age from mid-19 century structures to contemporary buildings. The district
contains some great architectural gems, notably the historic Henika Library, and while several buildings have undergone
recent updates and rehabilitation, there are several properties that could benefit from façade improvements. The rather
extreme juxtaposition of the historic with the new in very close proximity in the downtown prompted several focus group
attendees to express frustration with the visual “identity confusion” they felt this conveyed.
The overall appearance of the downtown area is a clean and well-maintained. The most recent streetscape project, which
included replacement of all the decorative lighting along Main and Superior Streets in the downtown, as well as
replacement of approximately forty percent of the sidewalks with decorative concrete work, was completed in June of
2012, and plans are in place to replace all of the trees in the downtown by the end of 2012.
Residential areas surrounding the downtown district are generally of the same era as the downtown structures and for the
most part well-maintained, though a few exceptions requiring attention exist.

Business Mix and Climate
The downtown district is fortunate to have a mix of businesses that appear to be doing an excellent job of driving regular,
repeat traffic to the downtown district, as well as full and limited service eating places that cater to the dining and
entertainment needs of residents. Retail offerings run the gamut from general merchandise to antiques to gifts, with no
clear and distinctive cluster of specialty stores, while eating places range from ice cream cones, to casual family-style dining,
to bar-and-grill restaurants.
The district’s sense of vitality is hampered by a lack of activity, key vacancies, and development patterns which are not
necessarily conducive to the type of traditional, small town, pedestrian-oriented activity and patterns desired by local
residents and stakeholders. Three of the corners at the key intersection of Superior Street and Main Street, for example,
feature a setback mini-park, a building which could benefit from façade improvements, and another relatively large building
which is vacant.
Traffic in the district is enhanced by governmental services, such as City Hall and the Library, as well as by a healthy range of
service businesses, including salons, professional offices, financial institutions and offices, and pet care-related businesses.

– –

The market snapshot assembled for the Downtown Wayland
Trade Area is based upon information contained in a series of
ESRI reports generated for a 2.5, 5, and 10 mile radius originating
from the center of the downtown Wayland business district.

The 2.5-mile radius profiles a “captive” resident and
convenience-oriented market for downtown Wayland. The
population residing in the 2.5-mile ring would also be more likely
access downtown on foot, bicycle and via other alternative
modes of transportation. Demographic and psychographic data
could be particularly useful for assessing performance and
expansion opportunities for convenience and clientele-oriented
businesses and uses, and for analyzing and profiling the
composition of the current and potential downtown Wayland
area housing market.
The area plotted for the 5-mile radius includes areas
encompassed within northeast Allegan County. Data and
information for the five-mile radius could be helpful for
comparing and contrasting the traits and characteristics of the
2.5-mile “close to downtown” population with that in the wider
local region – or what could represent a primary trade area for
downtown Wayland. The consumer profile for the five-mile
radius may also be indicative of the “comparison market” for
Wayland area service, retail and eating and drinking uses.
The 10-mile radius is more expansive and representative of a
regional market, capturing rural areas which extend east into
Barry County, and stretching north and south along U.S. Highway
131 to also include southern portions of Ottawa County and Kent
County. Consumers in this regional market, all things being
equal, may be more naturally inclined to frequent commercial
areas in other communities, based on convenience.
Opportunities for downtown Wayland to capture consumers
from the broader regional market, and to increase its retail
market share, will most likely revolve around retail and service
anchors; specialty retail and destination-oriented eating &
drinking places; recreational attractions and venues; and events.

Downtown Wayland Trade Area Study Markets

Fast Facts
Population

5 Miles

10 Miles

2010 Census

5,788

12,854

46,351

2011 Estimate

5,749

12,858

46,485

2016 Projection

5,770

13,052

47,249

+0.4%

+1.5%

+1.6%

Change: 2011 – 2016

Households

2.5 Miles

2010 Census

2,177

4,597

16,442

2011 Estimate

2,165

4,597

16,483

2016 Projection

2,187

4,702

16,869

+1.0%

+2.3%

+2.3%

Change: 2011 – 2016

Median HH Income

Note: A complete copy of the Downtown Wayland Market
Snapshot document prepared as part of this study has been
provided under separate cover as a supplemental and reference
document.

2.5 Miles

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

2011 Estimate

$45,735

$52,615

$54,856

2016 Projection

$51,865

$57,178

$59,863

Change: 2011 – 2016

+13.4%

+8.7%

+9.1%

Source: ESRI – Compiled from Census 2010 Summary Profile; and
Demographic and Income Profile (2011 Data) Report.
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Reports generated and used to examine the Downtown Wayland trade area are based on ESRI data and include:
ESRI Census 2010 Summary Profile
Data from the Census 2010 and Census 2000 enables analysts to perform time-series studies, evaluate population
changes, and assess the value of current sites and services.
ESRI Demographics and Income Profile - 2011
Built on 2010 counts and in 2010 geography, ESRI’s updated demographics database provides current year
estimates and 5-year projections for select demographic and income categories.
ESRI Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
Built on ESRI’s 2011 Consumer Spending database, shows the amount that households spend in select products
and services categories compared to national figures.
ESRI Tapestry Segmentation Area Profile
Tapestry classifies U.S. residential neighborhoods into 65 unique market segments based on socioeconomic and
demographic characteristics.
ESRI Retail MarketPlace Profile
Retail MarketPlace data provides a measure of retail activity by trade area and compares retail sales to consumer
spending by NAICS industry classification.

– –

The demographic snapshot compiled for the Downtown Wayland Trade Area benchmarks and tracks changes in the
marketplace. Analysis and comparison of data for the 2.5, 5 and 10 mile radii reveal some interesting characteristics and
trends.

Population and Households
The population in the study areas grew by 3.8% to 12.7% from 2000 to 2010, with the largest percentage gain appearing at
the two-mile radius level. Five-year 2011 – 2016 projections anticipate the population will continue to grow, though at a
slower pace, with five-year gains forecast through 2016 ranging from 0.4% to 1.6% in the various study areas. Overall,
trends are positive, particularly when considered in comparison to the 0.5% decrease in population forecast for Michigan.
The number of households in the study areas grew by about 7% to 16% from 2000 to 2010, with the largest rate of increase
appearing again in the two-mile radius. Like projections for population, five-year 2011 – 2016 projections anticipate the
number of households will increase across the study areas, with projected rates of increase ranging from 1.0% to 2.3%.
Projected increases in households exceed predicted statewide trends, where the number of households is expected to grow
by just 0.1% from 2011 to 2016.
Consistent with the “Graying of America” phenomenon, median age continues to increase at all study area levels – and for
the statewide population. Overall, the median age for the population in the study areas is about one to four years less than
that of the statewide population. In particular, the median age for the population in the 2.5-mile and 5-mile radii, estimated
at 35.1 and 36.2 in 2011, respectively, is substantially less than the 38.9 estimate for Michigan.

Demographic Snapshot

Downtown Wayland Trade Area Radius
State of Michigan
2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

Population
2000 Census

5,576

12,016

41,133

9,938,444

2010 Census

5,788

12,854

46,351

9,883,640

+3.8%

+7.0%

+12.7%

-0.6%

2011 Estimate

5,749

12,858

46,485

9,854,732

2016 Projection

5,770

13,052

47,249

9,801,082

+0.4%

+1.5%

+1.6%

-0.5%

2000 Census

2,037

4,129

14,121

3,785,661

2010 Census

2,177

4,597

16,442

3,872,508

+6.9%

+11.3%

+16.4%

+2.3%

2011 Estimate

2,165

4,597

16,483

3,861,085

2016 Projection

2,187

4,702

16,869

3,864,336

+1.0%

+2.3%

+2.3%

+0.1%

2010 Census

34.9

36.1

37.5

38.8

2011 Estimate

35.1

36.2

37.6

38.9

2016 Projection

35.4

36.5

37.9

39.4

Change: 2000 - 2010

Change: 2011-2016
Households

Change: 2000 - 2010

Change: 2011-2016
Median Age

Source: ESRI – Compiled from Census 2010 Summary Profile; and Demographic and Income Profile (2011 Data) Report.
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The ESRI Community Tapestry segmentation system classifies U.S. neighborhoods by 65 market segments using proven
methodology introduced more than 30 years ago by the ACORN segmentation system. Segmentation and geodemographic
systems are stable and reliable because the characteristics that define a neighborhood change slowly. The stability of a
neighborhood comes from its fixed features: location, housing, transportation, schools, places of worship, and employment.
Self-organization and self-perpetuation also figure into the stability of a neighborhood, patterns which we refer to as
“keeping up with the Joneses.”
U.S. consumer markets are different and diverse. Capturing the essence of each market to characterize those differences
requires sorting the most accurate and powerful data available using a wide array of attributes. Each neighborhood is
analyzed and sorted by more than 60 attributes including income, source of income, employment, home value, housing
type, occupation, education, household composition, age, and other key determinants of consumer behavior. To capture
the subtlety and vibrancy of the U.S. marketplace, data sources include Census 2000, proprietary ESRI BIS demographic
updates, the Acxiom InfoBase consumer database, the Mediamark Research Inc. national consumer survey, and other
sources.

Comparative View of Drive Time Area Household Segments
The following table shows and compares concentrations of Tapestry household segments found within the downtown
Wayland trade area’s 2.5-, 5- and 10-mile radii. The data shows the changing lifestyle composition of the various study
areas. For example, while the 2.5-mile radius is dominated by two Tapestry Segments (Crossroads and Midland
Communities) representing more than 80% of the area’s households, the Green Acres segment is the most prevalent
segment in the 5- and 10-mile radius, representing 29.7% and 32.9% of area households, respectively.
2.5 Miles

Households
Tapestry Code – Segment

Count

Pct.

5 Miles
Rank

Count

Pct.

10 Miles
Rank

Count

Pct.

Rank

41. Crossroads

965

43.0%

1

989

21.1%

2

989

6.1%

5

26. Midland Crowd

843

37.5%

2

843

18.0%

3

3,523

21.7%

2

25. Salt of the Earth

238

10.6%

3

770

16.4%

4

2,742

16.9%

3

17. Green Acres

170

7.6%

4

1,392

29.7%

1

5,341

32.9%

1

29

1.3%

5

161

3.4%

6

1,020

6.3%

4

19. Milk and Cookies

0

0.0%

--

535

11.4%

5

964

5.9%

6

06. Sophisticated Squires

0

0.0%

--

0

0.0%

--

741

4.6%

7

31. Rural Resort Dwellers

0

0.0%

--

0

0.0%

--

538

3.3%

8

14. Prosperous Empty Nesters

0

0.0%

--

0

0.0%

--

371

2.3%

9

28. Aspiring Young Families

0

0.0%

--

0

0.0%

--

3

0.0%

10

Count/Pct of Area

2,245

100.0%

4,690

100.0%

16,232

100.0%

12. Up and Coming Families

Descriptions for the top six Tapestry segments found within the study area follow. Information on ESRI Tapestry
methodology and applications, along with descriptions for Tapestry’s 65 segments, are contained in the ESRI Community
Tapestry Handbook available for download at http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/community-tapestryhandbook.pdf.

– –

Snapshot Descriptions of Prevalent Downtown Wayland Trade Area Tapestry Segments
Segment 12 – Up and Coming Families
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles
29 – 1.3% (5)

5 Miles
161 – 3.4% (6)

10 Miles
1,020 – 6.3% (4)

Demographic
With an annual household growth rate of 4.56 percent, Up and Coming Families represents Tapestry Segmentation’s
second highest household growth market. A mix of Generation Xers and Baby Boomers with a median age of 31.9
years, this segment is the youngest of Tapestry Segmentation’s affluent family markets. Residents of these
neighborhoods are young, affluent families with younger children. Eighty percent of the households are families. Most
of the residents are white; however, diversity is increasing as the segment grows.
Socioeconomic
Beginning their careers, residents of Up and Coming Families are earning above-average incomes. The median
household income is $76,135, higher than the national median. The median net worth is $175,142. Nearly two-thirds
of the residents aged 25 years and older have attended college; more than one in five holds a bachelor’s degree. Labor
force participation is well above average at 71 percent; unemployment is low. Ninety-one percent of households earn
income from wages and salaries. Although half of the households have children, they also have working parents.
Residential
In the suburban outskirts of midsized metropolitan areas with populations higher than 250,000, approximately half of
Up and Coming Families neighborhoods are concentrated in the South, the other half in the West and Midwest. Most
residents live in new single-family housing; more than half the housing units were built in the last 10 years. Home
ownership is at 83 percent. The median home value is $175,637.
Preferences
Family and home dictate the products these residents buy. Many are beginning or expanding their families, so baby
equipment, children’s clothing, and toys are essential purchases. Because many are first-time homeowners, basic
household furniture and lawn fertilizer, weed control, and insecticide products are important. Car loans and mortgage
payments are major household budget items. They are most likely to own or lease an SUV or a minivan. They eat out at
family restaurants, especially on the weekends, and buy fast food at the drive-through or for takeout.
They play softball, take the kids to the zoo, and visit theme parks (generally Sea World or Disney World) where they
make good use of their digital camera or camcorder. They rent comedy, family, and action/adventure DVDs. Cable
station favorites include Country Music Channel, ESPN news, The Learning Channel, and the Disney Channel. They
listen to country, soft rock, and contemporary hit radio.

Demographic Traits

Household Income:
Median Age:
Family/Household Type:
Housing Style:
Employment Levels:
Education Levels:
Ethnic Diversity:

Lifestyle Traits

Upper Middle
31.9
Married Couples with Kids
Single Family
Professional/Management
Some College; Bachelor’s Degree
White

1. Eat at Ckik-fil-A
2. Have new car loan
3. Own a dog
4. Watch cable TV
5. Drive 20,000+ miles annually

– –

Segment 17 – Green Acres
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

170 – 7.6% (4)

1,392 – 29.7% (1)

5,341 – 32.9% (1)

Demographic
Seventy-one percent of the households in Green Acres neighborhoods are married couples with and without
children. Many families are blue-collar Baby Boomers, many with children aged 6–17 years. With more than 10
million people, Green Acres represents Tapestry Segmentation’s third largest segment, currently more than 3
percent of the US population and growing by 1.92 percent annually. The median age is 41 years. This segment is not
ethnically diverse; 92 percent of the residents are white.
Socioeconomic
Educated and hard-working, more than one-fourth of Green Acres residents hold a bachelor’s or graduate degree;
more than half have attended college. Labor force participation is 67.5 percent, with higher employment
concentrations in the manufacturing, construction, health care, and retail trade industry sectors. Occupation
distributions are similar to those of the United States. Seventeen percent of the households earn income from selfemployment ventures. The median household income is $63,430; the median net worth is $174,417.
Residential
Although Green Acres neighborhoods are located throughout the country, they are found primarily in the Midwest
and South, with the highest concentrations in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. A “little bit country,” these
residents live in pastoral settings of developing suburban fringe areas. Home ownership is at 86 percent, and median
home value is $179,073. Typical of rural residents, Green Acres households own multiple vehicles; 78 percent own
two or more vehicles.
Preferences
Country living describes the lifestyle of Green Acres residents. Pet dogs or cats are considered part of the family.
These do-it-yourselfers maintain and remodel their homes; projects include roofing and installing carpet or
insulation. They own all the necessary power tools, including routers, welders, sanders, and various saws, to finish
their projects. Residents also have the right tools to maintain their lawns, flower gardens, and vegetable gardens.
They own riding lawn mowers, garden tillers, tractors, and even separate home freezers for the harvest. Continuing
the do-it-yourself mode, it is not surprising that Green Acres is the top market for owning a sewing machine. A
favorite pastime is using their ice cream maker to produce homemade ice cream. They prefer motorcycles and fullsize pickup trucks.
For exercise, Green Acres residents ride their mountain bikes and go fishing, canoeing, and kayaking. They also ride
horseback and go power boating, bird watching, target shooting, hunting, motorcycling, and bowling. They listen to
auto racing and country music on the radio and read fishing and hunting magazines. Many own satellite dishes so
they can watch news programs, the Speed Channel, and auto racing on TV. A favorite channel is Country Music
Television.

Demographic Traits

Household Income:
Median Age:
Family/Household Type:
Housing Style:
Employment Levels:
Education Levels:
Ethnic Diversity:

Lifestyle Traits

Upper Middle
41.0
Married- Couple Families
Single Family
Professional/Management/Skilled
Some College
White

1. Do gardening, woodworking
2. Have home equity credit line
3. Attend country music shows
4. Watch auto racing on TV
5. Drive 20,000+ miles annually

–

–

Segment 19 – Milk and Cookies
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

0 – 0.0% (--)

535 – 11.4% (5)

964 – 5.9% (6)

Demographic
Upscale living on a family allowance, Milk and Cookies represents young, affluent married couples who are starting
their families or already have young children. The median age of 33.8 years represents the presence of kids; nearly
half of the households include children. One in four householders is between the ages of 45 and 54. The population
diversity is comparable to that of the United States, and the proportions of the population by race approximate the
US distributions with slightly above-average ratios of black and Hispanic residents.
Socioeconomic
Ninety percent of Milk and Cookies households earn income from wages. The labor force participation rate of 69.8
percent is above average. The median household income is $64,880, and the median net worth is $135,190. Fiftyeight percent have attended college; more than 20 percent hold bachelor’s or graduate degrees.
Residential
Milk and Cookies residents prefer single-family homes in suburban neighborhoods of cities, largely in the South,
particularly in Texas. Smaller concentrations of households are located in the West and Midwest. The median home
value is $128,801. Housing units are generally 20–30 years old. Given the concentration of dual-income families, 71
percent of households have at least two vehicles. A family with two or more workers, more than one child, and two
or more vehicles is the norm for these neighborhoods.
Preferences
As Milk and Cookies residents settle into their family-oriented lifestyle, they focus on family and the future. They are
properly insured, carrying life and accidental death and dismemberment policies. They use a credit union, have
overdraft protection, and usually have a new car loan. Although they may still own a motorcycle or small car, they
prefer larger vehicles. When they move, they rent a U-Haul and move their own belongings. Many households own a
dog. The presence of children in Milk and Cookies households drives their large purchases of baby and children’s
products including baby food, baby equipment, clothes, shoes, medicine, vitamins, board games, bicycles, toys, video
games, and children’s DVDs. Most households own one of the latest video game systems and a large-screen TV.
To save time in their busy lives, they frequently buy prepared dinners from the grocery store and fast food. They play
video games, go bowling, and visit theme parks such as Six Flags and Sea World. They watch professional football
and basketball games. Favorite cable channels include Cartoon Network, Discovery Channel, National Geographic
Channel, and BET. They also work on their lawns, tackle interior painting projects, or do minor maintenance on their
vehicles.

Demographic Traits

Lifestyle Traits

Household Income:

Middle

1. Frequent fast-food/drive-in restaurants

Median Age:

33.8

2. Have mortgage insurance

Family/Household Type:

Married Couples with Kids

3. Buy children’s toys/games

Housing Style:

Single Family

4. Watch educational channels, Cartoon Network

Employment Levels:

Professional/Management/Skilled

5. Own/Lease Nissan

Education Levels:

Some College

Ethnic Diversity:

White

–

–

Segment 25 – Salt of the Earth
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles
238 – 10.6% (3)

5 Miles
770 – 16.4% (4)

10 Miles
2,742 – 16.9% (3)

Demographic
Sixty-five percent of Salt of the Earth households are married couples with and without children. Twenty percent of
the households are singles who live alone. The average household size of 2.6 people matches the US figure; the
average family size of three is below the US value. The median age is 41.8 years. These neighborhoods are the least
diverse of the Tapestry segments.
Socioeconomic
Although these residents are older, the labor participation rate is higher than that of the United States, and the
unemployment rate of 9.6 percent is lower. They work in professional and managerial positions and unskilled labor
jobs. Higher than average proportions work in skilled labor occupations. Approximately 20 percent of the workers are
employed in the manufacturing sector. The median household income of $50,406, slightly lower than the US figure.
At higher than national rates, residents supplement their wages with income from interest, dividends, rental
properties, self-employment businesses, retirement plans, and Social Security benefits. The median net worth is
$104,721. Forty-one percent of the residents aged 25 years and older have attended college; 15 percent have earned
a bachelor’s or graduate degree.
Residential
Although these neighborhoods are found in rural areas across the United States, nearly half are in the Midwest, with
concentrations in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. The other half are in the South and Northeast. Eightyfour percent of the residents own their homes; the median home value is $124,189. Most of the housing is single
family; 12 percent are mobile homes. Twenty-two percent of the homes were built before 1940.
Preferences
Salt of the Earth residents are settled, traditional, and hardworking. Independent and self-reliant, they tackle small
home improvement and remodeling projects. They spend money and time on their flower and vegetable gardens and
own the necessary tools to handle these chores successfully. Twenty-eight percent of the households own three or
more vehicles including a truck; many own a motorcycle. One of Tapestry Segmentation’s top segments for owning or
leasing multiple vehicles, these residents prefer domestic vehicles and do their own maintenance. Most of them carry
insurance policies to protect themselves and their families. They invest in annuities, certificates of deposit, and US
savings bonds. Many families own two or more pets, either dogs or cats.
They eat out at family restaurants such as Bob Evans Farms or Cracker Barrel. Satisfying their sweet tooth, they often
bake goodies at home. They go fishing, hunting, target shooting, and boating and work out on indoor exercise
equipment such as stationary bikes and treadmills. They read fishing and hunting magazines. They listen to country
music radio and follow NASCAR racing. Many households own a satellite dish so they can watch CMT and the Speed
Channel. Favorite TV programs include auto racing, horse racing, truck and tractor pulls/mud racing, and weekly
sitcoms.

Demographic Traits

Lifestyle Traits

Household Income:

Middle

1. Gardening, outdoor projects

Median Age:

41.8

2. Own CD longer than 6 months

Family/Household Type:

Married-Couple Families

3. Go hunting, target shooting

Housing Style:

Single Family

4. Watch CMT

Employment Levels:

Skilled/Professional/Management

5. Own a motorcycle

Education Levels:

High School Grad; Some College

Ethnic Diversity:

White

–

–

Segment 26 – Midland Crowd
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles
843 – 37.5% (2)

5 Miles
843 – 18.0% (3)

10 Miles
3,523 – 21.7% (2)

Demographic
The growing population of 12 million, approximately 4 percent of the US population, identifies Midland Crowd as
Tapestry Segmentation’s largest segment. Since 2000, the population has grown by 2.18 percent annually. The
median age of 37.2 years parallels that of the US median. Sixty-two percent of the households are married couple
families; half of them have children. Twenty percent of the households are singles who live alone. Midland Crowd
neighborhoods are not diverse.
Socioeconomic
Median household income is $50,096, slightly lower than the US median. Most income is earned from wages and
salaries; however, self-employment ventures are slightly higher for this segment than the national average. The
median net worth is $88,854. Unemployment is below average. Half of the residents who work hold white collar
jobs. More than 45 percent of the residents aged 25 years and older have attended college; 16 percent have earned
a bachelor’s or graduate degree.
Residential
Midland Crowd residents live in housing developments in rural villages and towns throughout the United States,
mainly in the South. Three-fourths of the housing was built after 1969. The home ownership rate is 81 percent,
higher than the national rate of 66 percent. The median home value is $121,782. Two-thirds of the housing is singlefamily houses; 28 percent are mobile homes.
Preferences
These politically active, conservative residents vote, work for their candidates, and serve on local committees. Their
rural location and traditional lifestyle dictate their product preferences. A fourth of the households own three or
more vehicles; they typically own or lease a truck, and many own a motorcycle. Proficient do-it-yourselfers, they
work on their vehicles, homes, and gardens and keep everything in tip-top shape. They hunt, fish, and do
woodworking. Dogs are their favorite pets. They patronize local stores or shop by mail order. They have recently
bought radial tires. They often go to the drive-through at a fast-food restaurant.
Many households own a satellite dish so they can watch CMT, the Speed Channel, Home & Garden Television,
NASCAR racing, rodeo/bull riding, truck and tractor pulls, fishing programs, and a variety of news programs. They
listen to country music on the radio and read fishing and hunting magazines.

Demographic Traits

Lifestyle Traits

Household Income:

Middle

1. Own pets

Median Age:

37.2

2. Have personal line of credit

Family/Household Type:

Married-Couple Families

3. Go hunting, fishing

Housing Style:

Single Family; Mobile Home

4. Read hunting/fishing magazines

Employment Levels:

Skilled/Professional/Management

5. Own/Lease truck

Education Levels:

High School Grad; Some College

Ethnic Diversity:

White

–

–

Segment 41 – Crossroads
Trade Area Radius Households : Count – Pct. (Rank)

2.5 Miles
965 – 43.0% (1)

5 Miles
989 – 21.2% (2)

10 Miles
989 – 6.1% (5)

Demographic
Crossroads neighborhoods are growing communities in small towns in the South, Midwest, and West. Married
couples with and without children and single parents are the primary household types in these areas. Younger than
the US average, they have a median age of 32.2 years; nearly half are younger than 45. This population is growing at
1.4 percent annually, faster than the growth of the US population. One in five is Hispanic, a higher proportion than
the United States.
Socioeconomic
The median household income is $43,799; the median net worth is $50,016. Educational attainment is lower than
the US average; 37 percent of residents aged 25 years or older have attended college, compared to 54 percent for
the United States. Most employed residents work in the manufacturing, retail, construction, and service industries.
Labor force participation is comparable to the US level; unemployment is slightly higher.
Residential
Affordable housing in these small-town communities provides opportunities for young families to own their homes.
Home ownership is 73 percent; the median home value is $61,838, much lower than the US median. More than half
of the housing is mobile homes; 36 percent are single-family dwellings. Most were built after 1969.
Preferences
Mindful of their expenses, Crossroads households budget for what they buy and choose selectively where to spend
their money. They shop at discount department stores such as Wal-Mart and Kmart. Many shop for groceries at WalMart Supercenters. Their priorities are their families and their cars. Children are the focus of their lives, and they buy
children’s products in addition to groceries. They drive domestic cars and trucks and handle the maintenance
themselves. Investing and saving for retirement are a low priority; many households do not own mutual funds,
stocks, or retirement savings accounts. Home improvement projects also rank low.
They watch NASCAR racing and other sports on TV. Typically, they own a satellite dish or subscribe to cable. They
also like to listen to the radio, preferring country and contemporary hit music to other formats. They read the
newspaper less frequently than average US households; however, they read magazines, especially automotive,
boating, motorcycle, and fishing publications. They go fishing and watch movies on DVD.

Demographic Traits

Lifestyle Traits

Household Income:

Lower-Middle

1. Watch movies on DVD

Median Age:

32.2

2. Bank in person

Family/Household Type:

Family Mix

3. Play volleyball, softball

Housing Style:

Mobile Home

4. Read fishing, hunting magazines

Employment Levels:

Skilled/Services

5. Own/Lease Ford

Education Levels:

No HS Diploma; High School Grad

Ethnic Diversity:

White

–

–

ESRI's Retail MarketPlace data provides a direct comparison between retail sales and consumer spending by industry. To
capture a snapshot of an area's retail market place, the leakage and surplus factor summarizes the relationship between
supply (retail sales by businesses) and demand (consumer spending by household). Deviations from potential sales may
reveal areas of opportunity in the trade area’s retail sectors, keeping in mind any extenuating circumstances that may be
driving the results.
ESRI uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their primary type of
economic activity. Retail establishments are classified into 27 industry groups within Retail Trade sector, and four industry
groups within the Food Services & Drinking Establishments subsector. To estimate sales, the Retail MarketPlace database
combines a number of data sources, including
► Census Bureau's Census of Retail Trade (CRT)
► Census Bureau's Nonemployer Statistics (NES)
► ESRI's demographic data
► infoUSA's business database
► Bureau of Labor Statistics
All estimates of actual sales (supply) reflect current dollars derived from receipts of businesses primarily engaged in selling
merchandise. Potential sales (demand) is estimated by using ESRI's consumer spending data which provides estimated
expenditures for more than 700 products and services that are consumed by U.S. households. The estimate of a trade
area’s demand is based upon estimated expenditures by households within the trade area.
Leakage within a specified trade area represents a condition where supply is less than demand. Retailers outside of the
trade area are fulfilling demand for retail products. Surplus within a specified trade area represents a condition where
supply exceeds the area's demand. Thus retailers are attracting customers that reside outside the trade area.

Sales Surplus and Leakage Estimates
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink estimates for the study area show sales surpluses of about $28.1 million and $7.9
million for the 2.5- and 5-mile radii, respectively; and sales leakage estimated at more than $157 million for the 10-mile
radius. The estimates, particularly for the 2.5-mile radius, are indicative of a local retail sector with relatively strong pull,
and further suggest that certain businesses within the 2.5-mile radius.– largely representative of those located within
Wayland’s municipal boundaries – are effectively capturing sales from residents located outside the 2.5-mile radius.
ESRI Sales Surplus and Leakage Estimates

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

Surplus/(Leakage)

Surplus/(Leakage)

Surplus/(Leakage)

NAICS Code: Business Description
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink (NAICS 44 – 45, 722)

$28,130,332

$7,878,460

($157,465,200)

Total Retail Trade (NAICS 44 – 45)

$27,886,095

$13,032,923

($121,072,386)

$244,237

($5,154,463)

($36,392,815)

Total Food & Drink (NAICS 722)

Drive time estimates show sales surpluses in Total Retail Trade estimated at about $27.9 million and $13 million in the 2.5and 5-mile radii, respectively; and sales leakage of more than $121 million for the 10-mile radius. Estimates for Food &
Drink sector sales, in comparison to projected demand, show a sales surplus of $244,237 in the 2.5-mile radius; and sales
leakage in the 5- and 10-mile radii estimated at more than $5.1 million and $36.3 million, respectively.
The 10-mile radius, in particular, shows significant leakage both overall and at the category level, with Gasoline Stations
being the only category showing a sales surplus. The following table presents a detail of sales surplus and leakage
estimates for 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector and for the four industry groups within the Food Services &
Drinking Places subsector for the Downtown Wayland study area.

–

–

The following table presents a detail of sales surplus and leakage estimates for 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector
and for the four industry groups within the Food Services & Drinking Places subsector for the Downtown Wayland drive
time markets.
Downtown Wayland • ESRI Retail MarketPlace Report Summary | Sales Surplus & Leakage Estimates
Sales Surplus & Leakage and Leakage Estimates

NAICS Code: Business Description

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink (NAICS 44 – 45, 722)

$28,130,332

$7,878,460

($157,465,200)

Total Retail Trade (NAICS 44 – 45)

$27,886,095

$13,032,923

($121,072,386)

$244,237

($5,154,463)

($36,392,815)

441: Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers

$5,095,018

($4,210,456)

($46,366,185)

4411: Automobile Dealers

$3,995,566

($4,997,696)

($44,482,627)

4412: Other Motor Vehicle Dealers

($194,618)

$244,236

($166,604)

4413: Auto Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores

$1,294,069

$543,005

($1,716,954)

442: Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores

($733,130)

($1,826,941)

($5,908,789)

4421: Furniture Stores

($588,016)

($1,362,413)

($4,093,771)

4422: Home Furnishings Stores

($145,113)

($464,528)

($1,815,018)

443/4431: Electronics & Appliance Stores

($884,500)

($2,279,194)

($9,049,152)

444: Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores

$2,066,264

$321,886

($7,223,288)

4441: Building Material and Supplies Dealers

$1,627,324

$231,497

($6,973,059)

$438,941

$90,389

($250,229)

445: Food & Beverage Stores

$3,289,010

($1,403,721)

($30,268,113)

4451: Grocery Stores

$4,007,540

$834,610

($23,346,256)

4452: Specialty Food Stores

($713,703)

($1,767,451)

($4,704,662)

($4,828)

($470,880)

($2,217,196)

446/4461: Health & Personal Care Stores

($1,525,001)

($1,303,173)

($9,429,359)

447/4471: Gasoline Stations

$19,761,798

$29,944,531

$49,718,871

448: Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores

($365,897)

($1,858,693)

($8,404,267)

4481: Clothing Stores

($201,741)

($1,336,839)

($6,314,897)

($50,771)

($115,301)

($513,256)

($113,385)

($406,553)

($1,576,114)

Total Food & Drink (NAICS 722)

4442: Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies Stores

4453: Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores

4482: Shoe Stores
4483: Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores
▬ See data sources and notes on page 17.

–

–
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NAICS Code: Business Description

2.5 Miles

5 Miles

10 Miles

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

Surplus/(Leakage)
Estimate

451: Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores

($452,282)

($1,158,144)

($4,493,577)

4511: Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instrument Stores

($284,805)

($767,693)

($2,937,314)

4512: Book, Periodical, and Music Stores

($167,477)

($390,451)

($1,556,263)

452: General Merchandise Stores

$2,639,260

($632,463)

($38,862,396)

($3,047,733)

($7,026,501)

($29,099,034)

4529: Other General Merchandise Stores

$5,686,994

$6,394,038

($9,763,361)

453: Miscellaneous Store Retailers

($470,845)

($1,293,378)

($4,951,788)

$17,943

$111,468

($200,154)

$117,700

($170,362)

($1,118,612)

4533: Used Merchandise Stores

($215,937)

($505,140)

($1,281,538)

4539: Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers

($390,551)

($729,344)

($2,351,485)

454: Nonstore Retailers

($533,601)

($1,267,329)

($5,834,342)

4541: Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses

($108,445)

($249,724)

($2,877,361)

4542: Vending Machine Operators

($29,585)

($67,705)

($644,056)

4543: Direct Selling Establishments

($395,571)

($949,899)

($2,312,924)

$244,237

($5,154,463)

($36,392,815)

($1,704,509)

($4,735,297)

($19,315,451)

7222: Limited-Service Eating Places

$2,398,442

$168,762

($13,118,796)

7223: Special Food Services

($294,451)

($496,948)

($2,932,004)

7224: Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)

($155,245)

($90,980)

($1,026,564)

4521: Department Stores (Excluding Leased Depts.)

4531: Florists
4532: Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores

722: Food Services & Drinking Places
7221: Full-Service Restaurants

Data Source: ESRI Retail MarketPlace Profile, 2010.
Data Note: The polarity of surplus/leakage estimates shown in this report (as compared to those shown in the original ESRI reports) have
been reversed to show a surplus as a positive value, and to show a leakage as a negative value. The Retail Gap (Sales Surplus/Leakage)
represents the difference between Retail Potential and Retail Sales. A positive value represents a surplus in retail sales, often indicating a
market where customers are drawn in from outside the defined trade area.

–
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The process behind the completion of this study was orchestrated to provide opportunities for Wayland area residents and
business persons to provide ideas and input that form the basis for this study’s findings and directions for downtown
business development and enhancement strategies. Public participation opportunities included:
► The performance of a consumer survey conducted as an online survey and as an intercept survey at various
locations in the Wayland Downtown district. A total sample of 324 consumer survey questionnaires was
compiled
► The performance of a business survey completed by 36 downtown Wayland businesses
► Focus groups, conducted with a variety of Wayland area business and residential groups
► An open invitation Town Meeting and Workshop, attended by approximately 40 Wayland area residents
Following is a categorized, capsule summary of key results and findings relevant to downtown revitalization, business
development and enhancement topics and initiatives explored throughout the course of this study.

Market Region
The local Wayland area and nearby market is an important part of the downtown Wayland economy and efforts geared
toward enhancing day-visitor related attractions in the downtown stand to benefit area businesses. The “pull” of downtown
Wayland as an area destination is evident in survey respondent origin results, with 70% of intercept survey respondents
identifying their permanent place of residence as within the Wayland Zip Code.
OS/IS1. In what Zip Code is your home located?
Zip Code - Residence
49348 - Wayland, MI

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

112

70.4%

122

75.3%

234

72.9%

17

10.7%

13

8.0%

30

9.3%

49323 - Dorr, MI

8

5.0%

6

3.7%

14

4.4%

49328 - Hopkins, MI

6

3.8%

0

0.0%

6

1.9%

16

10.1%

21

13.0%

37

11.5%

159

100.0%

162

100.0%

321

100.0%

49344 - Shelbyville, MI

All Others
Total

Wayland businesses very clearly appear to recognize the critical role that Wayland residents play in the sustainability of the
downtown economy, with 100% of business survey respondents identifying “local/regional Wayland residents” as their
primary customer base. The findings are somewhat consistent with consumer intercept survey results that show more than
91% of respondents indicated that they live less than ten miles from the downtown Wayland district. Approximately 56% of
intercept survey respondents indicated they live less than 2.5 miles from the downtown district, almost 9% indicated they
live more than ten miles from the downtown district, and approximately 15% reported they work in downtown Wayland.
Business development, marketing and promotion strategies should continue to recognize the local/regional Wayland
market as a dominant force, while public improvements and enhancements might be designed with both area residents and
visitors in mind.

–

–

Attraction
When asked what initially attracted them to downtown Wayland, approximately 39% of intercept survey respondents cited
“location/proximity,” followed by 16% who cited “businesses and services,” and 15% who reported
“community/impressions” suggesting that, foremost, the convenience of downtown, and its businesses, is a draw for those
within the community and in nearby areas and communities.
Survey results indicate that downtown Wayland is visited most frequently for the purpose of shopping, with more than 31%
of intercept survey respondents indicating they visited the downtown for that purpose. About 24% of respondents visit the
downtown for eating & drinking, and more than 13% reporting their visit was for leisure/recreation/event purposes. The
figures are particularly strong for repeat visits, with more than 81% of intercept survey respondents reporting that they visit
the downtown on at least a weekly basis, suggesting that downtown businesses have effectively nurtured the existing
downtown consumer base to be regular, repeat customers.
More than 57% of internet survey respondents indicated they visit the downtown at least once a week to “do errands
and/or business at an office or service provider,” about 36% indicated they do so for eating, drinking, and entertainment
purposes, and 36% reported they shop downtown at least once a week.
The findings could be directly related to business survey results that showed business owners and managers cited
“Reputation” and “Customer Service” as top reason for customers to do business with them. This is reflective of qualities
and benefits, as opposed to commodities, that are nurtured through time, experience and interaction.
Q.5: Which one of the following best describes the main reason for customers to do business with you?
Response

Count

Percentage

A. Selection & variety

6

20.0%

B.

Customer service

6

20.0%

C.

Convenience

4

13.3%

D. Price of goods & services

0

0.0%

E.

Reputation

8

26.7%

F.

Other*

6

20.0%

30

100.0%

TOTAL

“Other” responses: Specialized; Quality of service; The only “candy man” in town; Chinese food; and All but A.

Survey patterns suggest that the downtown’s strength currently lies in its day-to-day utility as a highly convenient area hub,
its demonstrated ability to attract repeat customers on an ongoing basis, and its ability to attract traffic benefiting retail
establishments and food service uses. So, too, the frequency of visits for restaurants and eating & drinking establishments is
relatively strong and indicative of an established niche in the Wayland marketplace. The relative strength of the food
services cluster, and the growing attraction of entertainment-oriented events cited, in particular, by focus group
participants, could also point to opportunities for the expansion of food service and entertainment-oriented uses that will
further establish the downtown Wayland district’s destination-oriented position in the market.
Business development strategies should consider the expansion and recruitment of business types that are compatible
with, and could benefit from, traffic generated by service, retail and restaurant business types that are most likely to attract
consumers on an ongoing basis, such as existing retail destinations, financial institutions and other retail and non-retail uses
that generate consistent traffic. Downtown marketing and public relations efforts might seek to expand on the sense of the
downtown as a highly convenient “hometown” business district and nurture a strong sense of downtown Wayland identity
and Wayland brand-loyalty by encouraging cross-marketing efforts, and by maintaining frequent communications that keep
local residents apprised of positive changes, available goods and services, and new experiences to be enjoyed in the
downtown area.

–

–

Media Preferences and Effectiveness
Survey findings on the media preferences of consumers in the Wayland area can provide direction for effective business
and downtown marketing, promotion and cooperative advertising strategies. The information can also provide direction for
communicating news and proposals for changes and improvements in the downtown area.
IS8/OS8. Of the following, which two (2) media and information sources do you use most often to get Wayland area
news, and information about Wayland events and businesses?
Media Sources

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

A. Newspaper

93

61.6%

99

62.7%

192

62.1%

B.

Shoppers Guide

28

18.5%

9

5.7%

37

12.0%

C.

Television

22

14.6%

10

6.3%

32

10.4%

D. AM/FM Radio

13

8.6%

6

3.8%

19

6.1%

7

4.6%

2

1.3%

9

2.9%

11

7.3%

1

0.6%

12

3.9%

27

17.9%

43

27.2%

70

22.7%

2

1.3%

5

3.2%

7

2.3%

E.

Yellow Pages

F.

Direct Mail

G. Internet Website(s)
H. Email Marketing
I.

Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

24

15.9%

76

48.1%

100

32.4%

J.

Other (please specify)

15

9.9%

22

13.9%

37

12.0%

K.

None

8

5.3%

9

5.7%

17

5.5%

Data Note: Multiple responses allowed. Percentages based number of participants responding to question; percentages do not equal 100%.

The Newspaper, followed by Social Media and Internet Websites, was cited as the most influential media source by
consumer survey participants responding to the question, “Of the following, which two media sources do you use most
often to get Wayland area news and information about Wayland events and businesses?” Social media is particularly strong
among online survey respondents with more than 48% selecting social media as one of their top new and information
sources.
By comparison, business survey respondents cited Internet Website (38.9%) and Social Media (27.8%) as the media or
advertising sources their business found most effective, followed by Newspaper (19.4%) and Shoppers Guide and Yellow
Pages (11.1%).
The comparison of consumer and business survey media rankings shows some inconsistencies between media sources that
consumers rely on for news and information as compared to those deemed most effective by downtown business survey
respondents, although there are some inconsistencies. For example, while area consumers are rather overwhelmingly
reporting they rely first on newspaper, businesses rank it below online means of communications.
While this may be an effect of the relative lack of expense related to online advertising making websites and social media
more “effective” in the eye of business owners – i.e. “bang for the buck” - it should be recognized that the local paper
seems very well read, and the results might therefore provide direction for certain downtown businesses and for Wayland
Main Street as they consider possibilities for reaching new audiences through both individual and cooperative marketing &
advertising efforts. Notably, 57% of business survey respondents indicated that they would consider participating in a
downtown Wayland cooperative advertising or marketing program, suggesting that the timing for a concerted campaign
that utilizes and experiments with various media could be opportune.

–
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Internet Marketing and E-Commerce
The ranking of media preferences demonstrates the growing influence of the Internet and social media applications as a
news resource, for researching products and services, and for communicating with clients. The Internet can be a particularly
valuable resource for businesses because it provides the potential for businesses to expand their trade area well beyond
local or regional geographies. Businesses with collectible, specialty, and custom merchandise lines, in particular, can use the
Internet to market to the entire United States or even globally. Even traditional retailers and business carrying “staple”
products are reaping benefits as, more and more, consumers use the Internet to “shop and compare” products and
services, and then use the Internet – in much the same way previous generations of consumers used the Yellow Pages – as
a resource to find a local outlet or vendor where they can make their purchase.
The majority of downtown Wayland business survey participants have established a presence on the Internet, with 20
businesses (55.6% of survey respondents) indicating that their business has an Internet website, and 19 businesses (52.8%)
indicating that their business has a Facebook page. Fourteen businesses (38.9%) identified their website as being among the
most effective media or advertising sources for generating traffic at their business.
Downtown Wayland’s marketing and cooperative advertising efforts should consider how the Internet and various Ecommerce, online directories and social media applications might be most effectively used to communicate with consumers
and to further downtown promotional goals. The growing popularity of Facebook, for example, as an effective source to
communicate with clients is evident in consumer survey results that show more than 32% of all respondents – and 48% on
online survey respondents – selected Social Media as one of their top two sources for news and information.
Business development efforts must also consider how the growing influence of the Internet and E-Commerce might impact
local business retention, expansion and recruitment strategies – both positively and negatively. Specialty businesses that
otherwise might not be sustainable if left to rely exclusively on the local trade area, but that have product lines conducive
to E-Commerce, may be candidates for expansion and recruitment. Conversely, consideration must be afforded as to how
E-Commerce might pose competition for existing and targeted businesses, and growing trends which see consumers using
brick & mortar retailers as merely a showroom to view and touch products, then shopping the same products online to find
the best price.

Competitive Comparison
Consumer survey participants were asked to compare downtown Wayland to other places they frequently shop and do
business. Based on the frequency of “stronger” responses, downtown Wayland’s strengths and competitive advantages
versus the competition appear to include:
Item/Feature
 Convenience
 Customer Service
 Parking Convenience

Percent Rating as “Stronger”
52.9%
35.1%
33.5%

Based on the frequency of “weaker” responses, downtown Wayland’s liabilities and competitive disadvantages as perceived
by area consumers to include:
Item/Feature
 Selection & Variety
 Prices & Value
 Attractiveness

Percent Rating as “Weaker”
74.3%
42.3%
38.5%

Marketing and business development efforts should seek to capitalize on those features already “known” as being
strengths and having appeal among trade area consumers, and might also seek to promote and demonstrate downtown
features that will help to overcome consumers’ negative perceptions.

–

–

Business development and marketing Strategies should also build on those strengths, positive features and places that the
downtown is already associated with and “known for” which, according to focus group participants, include:
► Art Hop

► Hotel

► Big Dipper

► Library

► Daily Brews

► Memorial Day Parade

► Dollar Store

► Music in the Park

► Fall Fest

► Outdoor movies

► Folk Night at the bakery

► Summer Celebration

► Holiday events

Downtown Priorities
Consumer and business survey respondents tend to share some similar views in considering priorities for possible
downtown revitalization efforts. Both groups place a high value on efforts to create incentives for new and expanding
businesses in the downtown area – ranked as a “High Priority” by 64% of consumer survey respondents and by 73% of
business survey respondents. Efforts to improve downtown streets, sidewalks, lighting, furnishings, green spaces, trails, etc,
also received high marks, with 43% of consumer survey respondents and 44% of business survey respondents assigning this
item a “High” priority level.

Downtown Wayland Consumer Survey Q11.1 – Q11.5 | Downtown Wayland Business Survey Q17.1 – Q17.5

Would you place a high, moderate or low priority on possible downtown Wayland enhancement efforts to:
Consumer Survey

Business Survey

High

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Low

Restore and preserve the downtown
Wayland’s historic character?

39.5% (4)

35.7%

19.7%

37.5% (3)

25.0%

21.9%

Improve downtown streets, sidewalks,
lighting, furnishings, green spaces, trails,
etc?

42.7% (2)

37.6%

17.2%

43.8% (2)

21.9%

28.1%

Stage additional festivals and special
events in the downtown area?

40.8% (3)

42.0%

14.6%

21.2% (4)

48.5%

24.2%

Create incentives for new and
expanding businesses in the downtown
area?

63.7% (1)

30.6%

2.5%

72.7% (1)

9.1%

6.1%

Improve and/or create more housing in
the downtown area?

11.5% (5)

24.8%

57.3%

6.1% (5)

33.3%

48.5%

Notes: Ranking of “High” value frequency among survey group/items shown in parentheses. “No Opinion” responses omitted from table.

–

–

Input regarding priorities for the downtown district generally aligns with suggestions offered by consumer and business
survey respondents when asked, “What is the first thing you would do to improve downtown Wayland?” Business
Improvement/Development initiatives, dominated by business recruitment, ranked first, followed closely by designoriented subjects and topics.
Downtown Wayland Consumer Survey Q11&13 | Downtown Wayland Business Survey Q18

What is the first thing you would do to improve downtown Wayland?
Category/Topic

Consumer Survey

Category: Economic Restructuring

Business Survey
112

9

Add/Recruit Business

78

12

Business Development - General/Other

18

Housing
Programs and Incentives
Services and Facilities

Category: Design
Building/Façade Improvements
General Appearances/Other

1
12

2

3

102

8

32

4

9

Parking and Traffic

21

Streetscape and Public Spaces

40
4

All Others

Category: Promotion
Events
Marketing

Category: Organization

Category: Other/Undefined

17

2

12
5

7

1

26

Data Note: Summary of most frequent responses, categorized by topic and shown based on frequency.

Survey results are also generally consistent with prevalent design and business development-oriented ideas and comments
offered by focus group participants when asked, “If you were king or queen for a day, what is the first thing you would
change about downtown Wayland?” Examples of responses include:
► Add a community center
► Choose: either historic or modern, and try to make it appear more one than the other
► Get businesses working together
► Greater variety of stores and no empty spaces
► Improve facades, but most especially storefronts and their window displays
► Incubator
► Modernize it – or “pick one” – the vintage vs. modern thing is not working, don’t intertwine

–

–

Business Opportunities
Surveys were among a number of tools used to help identify and gauge the potential for possible business expansion and
recruitment prospects in downtown Wayland. The information is helpful in assessing business opportunities and in
identifying possible gaps in the downtown business mix.
Consumer survey responses to the open ended question, “What specific types of new business would you patronize in
downtown Wayland?” asked of online survey respondents, and “Is there a particular type of business or attraction that that
would make you visit downtown Wayland more often?” asked of intercept survey respondents, could provide additional
insight and help to gauge how the trade area might respond to various types of new and expanded businesses. The
following table displays a categorized listing of suggestions for most frequently cited business types.
OS7. What specific type of new business would you patronize in downtown Wayland?
IS9. Is there a particular type of business or attraction that would make you visit downtown Wayland more often?
Category/Subcategory
Category: Eating & Drinking Places

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

32

22.2%

93

64.6%

125

43.4%

Drinking Places

0

0.0%

2

1.4%

2

0.7%

Limited Service Eating Places

6

4.2%

15

10.4%

21

7.3%

Eating and Drinking Places - Other/Undefined

0

0.0%

1

0.7%

1

0.3%

Pub/Brewpub

4

2.8%

20

13.9%

24

8.3%

22

15.3%

55

38.2%

77

26.7%

21

14.6%

26

18.1%

47

16.3%

Family/Seniors/Community Centers

1

0.7%

2

1.4%

3

1.0%

Movie Theaters/Theatres

5

3.5%

20

13.9%

25

8.7%

Other/Undefined

1

0.7%

2

1.4%

3

1.0%

14

9.7%

2

1.4%

16

5.6%

8

5.6%

32

22.2%

40

13.9%

Books & Music

2

1.4%

8

5.6%

10

3.5%

Hobbies, Arts & Crafts

4

2.8%

9

6.3%

13

4.5%

Sporting Goods

2

1.4%

15

10.4%

17

5.9%

9

6.3%

26

18.1%

35

12.2%

Beer, Wine and Liquor Stores

1

0.7%

1

0.7%

2

0.7%

Grocery Stores

4

2.8%

5

3.5%

9

3.1%

Specialty Foods

4

2.8%

20

13.9%

24

8.3%

13

9.0%

18

12.5%

31

10.8%

12

8.3%

15

10.4%

27

9.4%

1

0.7%

3

2.1%

4

1.4%

0

0.0%

26

18.1%

26

9.0%

Gifts, Cards and Stationery

0

0.0%

19

13.2%

19

6.6%

Kitchen and Housewares

0

0.0%

3

2.1%

3

1.0%

Other/Undefined

0

0.0%

4

2.8%

4

1.4%

Restaurants
Category: Entertainment/Recreation

Outdoor Venues/Entertainment/Events
Category: Sporting Goods, Hobby, Books and Music

Category: Food and Beverage Stores

Category: Clothing and Clothing Accessories
Clothing - Other/General/Undefined
Shoes
Category: Specialty/Miscellaneous Retail

▬ See data notes on page 25

–

–

Continued from previous page

OS7. What specific type of new business would you patronize in downtown Wayland?
IS9. Is there a particular type of business or attraction that would make you visit downtown Wayland more often?
Category/Subcategory
Category: General Merchandise

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

7

4.9%

13

9.0%

20

6.9%

7

4.9%

13

9.0%

20

6.9%

8

5.6%

12

8.3%

20

6.9%

Community Facilities & Services

2

1.4%

3

2.1%

5

1.7%

Financial & Insurance Services

1

0.7%

1

0.7%

2

0.7%

Lodging/Accommodations

2

1.4%

0

0.0%

2

0.7%

Personal Services/Care

3

2.1%

6

4.2%

9

3.1%

Rentals

0

0.0%

2

1.4%

2

0.7%

Discount/Department Stores
Category: Services

Data Note: Multiple responses allowed. Percentage based on number of participants responding to question; percentages do not equal 100%. Summary
of most frequent responses, categorized and shown based on frequency. Complete list of categorized raw data responses provided as supplemental data.

Focus group participants lend additional perspective for potential business opportunities in their responses to the
questions, “What’s missing downtown?” and “What type of new or expanded business has the best chance to succeed in
downtown Wayland?” Examples of relevant responses include:
 A gathering place, a community center for kids,
seniors, etc
 Bike store
 Books – used
 Brew Pub
 Candy store
 Drugstore
 Entertainment
 Game Arcade
 General store/department store
 Groceries









Hallmark-type store
Hardware store
Made in Michigan
Movies
Skis, shin guards, general sports
Specialty tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco
Somewhere for teenagers to hang out, could make
dollars on cookies, snacks pizza – almost like a
concession stand
 Variety store
 Wine Tasting Room

Business concepts developed and identified as “top prospects” by work groups at a public workshop held in the course of
this study included:


Bike shop – alternative transportation, repair and clothing.



Bike/Sports shop – bike repair & sales, soccer equipment, running shoes and apparel.



Movie theater – affordable, with two theaters; movie snacks.



Senior center – fitness, dancing, nutrition, entertainment and activities.



Specialty shop-sporting goods – i.e., running, biking, school sports



Upscale restaurant – healthy food not bar food; good service; potential catering and banquets.

–

–

Certain business survey results provide a general indication of the existing business climate in the Wayland downtown
district and the potential for existing downtown area businesses to expand. Survey findings, along with ESRI data, can
provide direction for business retention and expansion efforts, including possibilities for providing business assistance and
programs that could catalyze private reinvestment and positive changes in the downtown area. The business survey
questionnaire was completed by 36 businesses.

Business Ownership and Tenure
Ownership status and the tenure of businesses in the downtown area provide an indication of the business district’s
stability, the market’s ability to sustain businesses, and the commercial district’s appeal as a place for investors and
entrepreneurs. The Wayland downtown district appears to have a balanced mix of owner- and renter-occupied business
locations, with 57% of business survey participants indicating that they own their business location.
Fifty-eight percent of downtown businesses participating in the survey have existed in the downtown area for ten or more
years – a figure that could be viewed as an indicator of stability in the downtown business mix, but that could also suggest
the need for a certain level of succession planning given that 13 businesses (36%) indicated they have been operating for 20
or more years.
Q.3: How long has your business been located in downtown Wayland?
Response

Count

Percentage

A. Less than 1 year

2

5.6%

B.

1 to 4 years

7

19.4%

C.

5 to 9 years

6

16.7%

8

22.2%

13

36.1%

36

100.0%

D. 10 to 20 years
E.

20+ years

TOTAL

Results are also suggestive of a downtown that attracts new entrepreneurs and investors as evidenced by the fact that 9
respondents (25%) indicated their business has existed in downtown Wayland for 4 years or less.

Potential Business Expansion and Assistance
The retention and expansion of existing businesses is a key to successful downtown business development and recruitment
efforts. Business survey results suggest that a healthy 47% of downtown Wayland business owners are contemplating
expansion within the next two years.
Q.11: Which of the following best describes the potential for your business to expand within the next 1 or 2 years?
Response

Count

Percentage

A. High likelihood

8

25.0%

B.

Some likelihood

7

21.9%

C.

Low likelihood

12

37.5%

5

15.6%

32

100.0%

D. No likelihood
TOTAL

–

–

Business survey participants also provide insight on possible changes that could occur within the downtown area and the
business mix based on affirmative responses to a list of possible modifications. The frequency of businesses indicating plans
to expand their business (40%), increase marketing (52%), increase their number of employees (24%), expand store
inventory (40%), and start or complete building improvements within the next year or two (44%) are positive economic
indicators for downtown Wayland. Only one business indicated plans to close their business, and three businesses
responding indicated plans to sell their business in the next year or two.
Q.12: In the next year or two, do you plan to change or modify your business in any of the following ways?
Response
A. Expand your business
B. Down-size your business
C. Expand hours of operation
D. Decrease hours of operation
E. Increase marketing
F. Decrease marketing
G. Expand store inventory
H. Decrease store inventory
I. Increase number of employees
J. Decrease number of employees
K. Start and/or complete building improvements
L. Relocate your business in the downtown
M. Move your business out of the downtown
N. Sell your business
O. Close your business
P. Other*

Count
10
1
3
2
13
0
10
0
6
0
11
2
3
3
1
3

Percentage
40.0%
4.0%
12.0%
8.0%
52.0%
0.0%
40.0%
0.0%
24.0%
0.0%
44.0%
8.0%
12.0%
12.0%
4.0%
12.0%

Data Note: Multiple responses allowed. Percentages shown based on 25 participants responding to question. Percentages do not equal 100%
“Other” responses: Interior makeover; Looking for a more reasonable tax base; and Maintain/Slow growth.

Direction for possible Wayland downtown business assistance and development efforts that could help to promote positive
changes and catalyze investment is provided by business survey respondents indicating whether they would be inclined to
use various types of programs and incentives. Sixty-one percent of respondents reported an interest in tax credits, 39% of
respondents indicated an interest in business marketing consultations, while 35% indicated an interest in free/low-cost
building improvement design services.
Q.13: Would you be inclined to use any of the following business programs and incentives?
Response

Count

Percentage

A. Business management consultations

4

17.4%

B.

Business marketing consultations

9

39.1%

C.

Business assistance seminars

5

21.7%

D. Low-interest line of credit/payment

6

26.1%

E.

Low-interest building improvement loans

8

34.8%

F.

Tax credits

14

60.9%

G. Free/low-cost building improvement design services

8

34.8%

H. Assistance to sell your building and/or business

5

21.7%

I.

1

4.3%

Other

Data Note: Multiple responses allowed. Percentages shown based on 23 participants responding. Percentages do not equal 100%

–

–

Complementary Business Opportunities
Business survey participants were provided an opportunity to identify complementary business opportunities for
downtown Wayland by listing up to three types of new business that, located near them, would help their business
generate more revenue. The categorized results are displayed in the following table.

Q.10: What type of new businesses, located near you, would help your business generate more revenue?
Category (Subcategory)

Count

Category: Services/Offices
- Personal Services (4)
- Professional/Office (3)
- Animal and Pet Care (2)
- All Others (4)

13

Category: Retail – General/Undefined

10

Category: Eating & Drinking Places
- Restaurants (6)
- Brew Pub (1)

7

Category: Entertainment/Recreation
- Family/Youth/Seniors/Community Centers (3)
- Movie Theaters/Theatres (2)
- Other/General/Undefined (2)

7

Category: Clothing and Clothing Accessories
- General/Undefined (3)
- Shoes (1)

4

Category: Sporting Goods, Books and Hobbies
- Sporting Goods (2)
- Bookstores and Music Stores (2)

4

Category: Specialty Retail
- Gifts, Cards & Stationery (2)
- All Others (2)

4

Category: Food and Beverage

3

Data Note: Summary of most frequent responses, categorized for tabulation purposes and shown based on frequency. Up to three responses allowed
per questionnaire. Raw data listing of responses provided as supplemental data.

–

–

Business Mix and Occupancy Levels
The Wayland downtown district features a well-balanced business mix that includes general merchandise and specialty
retailers, eating & drinking establishments, services businesses, professional offices and civic facilities. A breakdown of the
area’s business inventory by general business type and estimates of square feet occupancy demonstrates the diverse
nature of the business mix and the district’s multi-use characteristics.
Summary of Building Space Utilization in Downtown Wayland
Business Type:

Est. Sq. Ft

Pct. Of Area

Retail - General, Miscellaneous and Specialty

25,702

21.2%

Retail - Food Services & Drinking Places

16,960

14.0%

Subtotal: Retail Uses

42,662

35.3%

43,445

35.9%

4,232

3.5%

16,384

13.5%

1,984

1.6%

12,240

10.1%

78,285

64.7%

120,947

100.0%

Service
Warehouse/Industrial
Exempt (Government, Museum, Non-profit, etc.)
Other (Entertainment, Storage, etc.)
Vacant
Subtotal: Service, Exempt, Vacant & Other Uses

Estimated Total: Building Sq. Ft. in Downtown Wayland
Data source: Wayland Main Street, 2012. Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.

Downtown Leasing and Sales Data
Data on downtown leasing rates and sales volume collected through the business survey provides key economic data that
can be shared with potential business prospects and investors considering opportunities in downtown Wayland. The data
should also be used as a benchmark to measure changes and progress stemming from Wayland downtown enhancement
and economic development initiatives.
Survey results indicate that annual rent per square foot expenses for ground level commercial spaces in the downtown area
tend to be concentrated in a range below $8 per square foot, not including utilities. Based on a small survey sample of 14
businesses reporting, median annual rents are estimated to lie in a range of $6 to $8 per square foot, and average annual
rental rates are estimated to range from about $6.43 to $9.07 per square foot, not including utilities. No survey
respondents reported an annual rate of more than $20 per square foot.
Survey results show that annual sales per square foot are concentrated in a range of less than $100 per square foot, with 6
of the 11 businesses responding to the question reporting sales figures within that range. Based on the survey sample,
median annual sales per square foot are estimated in a range of $50 to $100 per square foot, and average annual sales per
square foot for all business types reporting are estimated at approximately $136 per square foot. The figures are
comparatively low based on most industry standards and actual figures could vary greatly from those calculated based on
the limited sample.

–

–

Estimating Retail Market Share and Potential
Estimates of retail trade area potential sales and actual sales from ESRI reports, along with estimates of square feet for
various retail business types from the building/business inventory compiled by Wayland Main Street, are analyzed to
provide an indication of downtown Wayland’ current market share. The estimate of market share can be used to assess
opportunities for retail growth.
Potential sales is an estimate of the amount of money that could be spent on retail goods and services by residents within a
defined trade area based on the area’s income, households, population and other variables. Potential and actual sales
estimates for the Retail and Food & Drink categories in the 2.5 mile trade area radius, as reported in the 2010 ESRI Retail
MarketPlace Profile report, are shown in the following table:
ESRI Estimates of Potential and Actual Sales for Retail and Food & Drink – 2.5 Mile Radius
Category/NAICS

Potential Sales Estimate

Retail (44-45)
Food & Drink (772)
Total

Actual Sales Estimate

$40,768,674

$68,654,769

$6,520,223

$6,764,460

$47,288,897

$75,419,229

Estimates based on 2010 data. Actual sales estimate sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses are excluded. Demand (retail
potential) represents the expected amount spent by consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars.
Sources: ESRI Retail MarketPlace Profile Report.

Market share estimates are based on the calculation of estimates for sales per square foot and square feet of commercial
space in each category. The estimate of market share uses what could be considered a conservative estimated average of
$136 per square foot in annual retail sales based on figures reported by business survey participants. The estimated
average recognizes the wide range in sales per square foot that will be generated by different retail and food & drink
business types.
An estimate of market share can be calculated by dividing a trade area’s potential sales and actual sales by the estimate of
sales based on square feet. The calculation of market share for the Wayland downtown district uses the estimate of
square feet occupied by Retail and Food & Drink establishments based on the building and business inventory compiled by
Wayland Main Street at the time of this study. The estimates used to calculate estimated sales and market share for the 2.5
mile trade area radius are shown in the following table.
Estimated Market Share of 2.5 Mile Trade Area Radius Potential and Actual Sales
Category

Square Feet
(From Inventory)

Estimated Sales
(SF x $136)

Est. Share of 2.5M
Potential Sales

Est. Share of 2.5M
Actual Sales

Retail

25,702

$3,495,472

8.6%

5.1%

Food & Drink

16,960

$2,306,560

35.4%

34.1%

Total: Retail, Food & Drink

42,662

$5,802,032

12.3%

7.7%

Data Sources: ESRI; Downtown Wayland Business Survey (2012); and Wayland Main Street.

A comparison of estimates for potential and actual sales in the 2.5 mile trade area radius indicates that downtown Wayland
retail establishments are capturing an estimated 8.6% of potential and 5.1% of actual 2.5 mile trade area radius estimated
retail sales. Sales and capture estimates for downtown Wayland Food & Drink establishments reflect the relative strength
of the district with establishments capturing an estimated 35.4% and 34.1% of estimated potential and actual sales in the
2.5 mile trade area radius, respectively.

–

–

Estimates of Potential Expansion
The existing strengths of the downtown business mix and its relatively strong performance in the Food & Drink sector are
assets that must be capitalized upon as part of a retail growth strategy. The comprehensive downtown enhancement effort
being spearheaded by Wayland Main Street will also play a key role in attracting consumers and, ultimately, increasing the
downtown’s market share. However, because it will take time to implement some of the key strategies and projects that
will make downtown Wayland an even more appealing place for consumers and investors, and given current challenges to
expansion related to capital markets and other economic trends beyond the control of Wayland, a conservative estimate of
potential retail expansion may be most appropriate.
A conservative 5-year estimate for Retail and Food & Drink sectors expansion could be based on a goal of increasing the
downtown’s market share of 2.5 mile trade area radius actual sales by 5% to 10% (about 1% to 2% per year). If the goal of a
5% to 10% five-year rate of increase in local (2.5 mile trade area radius) market share were to be achieved, the current
overall local market share would increase from the current estimate of 7.7% to approximately 8.1% to 8.5%. Using this 5year local market share increase-based scenario, and based on constant dollars, downtown Wayland could potentially
support from about 2,200 to 4,500 square feet of new and expanded Retail and Food & Drink uses.

Calculation of Potential Sales Growth and Additional Floor Space at 8.1% Local Market Share
2010 Estimate of Actual Sales (Supply) – 2.5 Mile Trade Area Radius

$

Times: Proposed Market Share at 5% Increase

75,419,229
8.1%

Equals: Total Sales Generated

$

6,108,958

Less: Current Sales Estimate

$

5,802,032

Equals: Increase in Sales Generated

$

306,926

Divided by: Estimated Average of Sales per Square Foot

$

136

Equals: 5-Year Estimate of Additional Floor Space Supported

2,257

Calculation of Potential Sales Growth and Additional Floor Space at 8.5% Local Market Share
2010 Estimate of Actual Sales (Supply) – 2.5 Mile Trade Area Radius

$

Times: Proposed Market Share at 10% Increase

75,419,229
8.5%

Equals: Total Sales Generated

$

6,410,634

Less: Current Sales Estimate

$

5,802,032

Equals: Increase in Sales Generated

$

608,602

Divided by: Estimated Average of Sales per Square Foot

$

136

Equals: 5-Year Estimate of Additional Floor Space Supported

4,475

While the calculations shown above use actual data and numbers available at the time of the study they may, in some
instances, serve more appropriately as examples for calculating potential expansion. More conservative or aggressive
estimates for growth might be calculated and be considered reasonable and attainable based on more innate, local
knowledge of current trends and actual development occurring within the downtown district, the community, and the
surrounding area.

–

–

Business Clustering Concept
Clustering concepts emphasize and promote groupings of compatible and complementary businesses while still maintaining
the mixed-use nature of an interesting and vibrant business district. Business clustering strategies – and related business
recruitment strategies – should target compatible and complementary businesses for vacancies and potential
redevelopment sites as a means of enhancing the downtown as a mixed-use district that provides a variety of shopping,
dining and entertainment experiences and that capitalize on both retail and non-retail activity generators. A business
clustering concept for the Wayland Main Street Area is simple and straight-forward based on existing development
patterns, the relatively small confines of the district, and clusters that are already apparent or evolving.

–

–

Clustering concepts should not be viewed to suggest that any area should be entirely exclusive to a single business type or
use. In fact, the mixed-use nature of a traditional downtown commercial district provides opportunity for retail and nonretail business types to share space and clients, and is part of what makes for a diverse, eclectic, entertaining and
interesting downtown experience.
The development and advancement of business clustering concepts provides direction for business expansion and
recruitment efforts by capitalizing on strengths in the existing downtown business mix and by focusing on opportunities to
expand uses that will help to strengthen the downtown’s position in the market.
Clustering concepts and strategies proposed in this study offer a focused, strategic approach to business development
efforts that could ultimately enhance the downtown’s economic performance. The concept serves as a guide for business
expansion and recruitment efforts. The effective implementation of clustering strategies can:


Provide consumers broad selection and variety in a single convenient location or area



Allow a business district to function more like a single economic unit, as opposed to a series of unrelated and
highly independent or destination-oriented businesses



Encourage consolidated shopping trips and foot traffic by providing the opportunity to conveniently make
purchases at more than one business and to satisfy a number of shopping and service needs in a single trip



Increase consumer spending as the appropriate mix of businesses develops to offer more goods and services
that appeal to targeted consumer groups



Increase impulse and up-sell buying patterns by shoppers at businesses that have been clustered to offer
complementary goods and services

While the clustering concept for downtown Wayland is very simple and can be used as a helpful tool to guide expansion
and recruitment efforts, existing development patterns and the relatively small confines of the district also present
challenges to its implementation. For the short term, and possibly even for the long-term, targeting and “placement” of
prospects in downtown Wayland is most likely to be highly targeted based on neighboring businesses and uses, and the
suitability and adaptability of the district’s relatively small number of properties and spaces to meet specific prospect needs
and criteria. As part of an ongoing business development and facilitation strategy, it will be important for Wayland Main
Street’s economic restructuring committee to become familiar with each property and space in order to effectively
facilitate a match that serves to enhance chances for each prospect’s success and, ideally, advances the business clustering
concept.

–
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Retail Uses
Market research findings provide general direction for various retail business types and merchandise lines that could be
prime candidates and appropriate for expansion and recruitment within the Wayland downtown district. Business types
and merchandise lines that might be candidates for expansion and recruitment, based on the downtown area’s existing
business mix, trends in the marketplace and related findings from public input, consumer and business surveys, and the
sales surplus & leakage analysis performed as part of this study include:
1.

Specialty Food Stores (NAICS 4452)
 Price Points: Middle to Upper
 Subcategories & Merchandise Lines:
 Target Markets: Local and Regional Residents; Visitors
 Notes: Consumer survey results indicate support for specialty foods, and focus groups mentioned an array of
potential specialty foods – across a broad range from “candies, cookies and snacks” to “a wine tasting room.”
Both the generalized “foodie” trend across the nation, and the sales gap in specialty foods of $713,000 at the 2.5
mile radius, $1.7 million at the five mile radius, and $4.7 million at the ten mile radius, suggest specialty foods
are a distinct possibility for downtown Wayland. Large gaps across at all radii in home furnishings (NAICS 4422)
additionally might offer an opportunity to pair some select home furnishings with specialty foods – i.e. a spice
shop might carry a line of kitchen utensils. The popularity of a line of locally made gourmet chocolates carried
by the local coffee shop, as well as fervent requests from the high school aged focus group, along with universal
requests for things to do for families, suggest that an opportunity exists for a candy store that makes sweets and
treats in the public eye – perhaps in a storefront - might well succeed as “entertainment retail” that might draw
visitors from greater distances to the downtown district.

2.

Food Services & Drinking Places (NAICS 722)
 Price Points: All
 Subcategories & Merchandise Lines:
- NAICS 7221 – Full – Service Restaurants – Casual to Upscale
- NAICS 7222 –Limited Service Eating Places
- NAICS 7224 – Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
 Target Markets: Local and Regional Residents; Downtown Employees; Visitors
 Notes: Analysis of Sales Surplus & Leakage and Market Share estimates reveal that there is a surplus at the 2.5
mile radius in the Food Services & Drinking Places category, but that this strength is accounted for by great
strength in Limited Service Eating Places, with sales gaps existing in both Full Service Restaurants and in Drinking
Places, and these gaps persist at the 5 and ten mile radii. While much of these sales are undoubtedly leaking to
more populated areas north and south of the ten mile radius, downtown Wayland has an opportunity to build
upon its existing strength as a dining destination for locals. With a sales gap of $19.3 million in Full-Service
Restaurants at the five mile radius, along with the tendency of quality full service restaurants to become
destinations in and of themselves, the addition of a new full service restaurant might prove the most immediate
and solid opportunity in this category.
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3.

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores (NAICS 451)
 Price Points: Middle to Upper
 Subcategories & Merchandise Lines:
- NAICS 4511 – Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instrument Stores
- NAICS 4412 – Book, Periodical, and Music Stores
 Target Markets: Local and Regional Residents; Schools and Activity-based Institutions, Clubs and Organizations
 Notes: Consumer survey results and focus group attendees expressed a demand for all of these merchandise
lines, with sporting goods product lines specified somewhat more frequently. The opportunity that most
immediately exists for sporting goods in the downtown was probably best expressed by one focus group
attendee who indicated he would like to be able to “buy a shin guard for my son.” A sporting goods store that
could provide athletic equipment commonly used in school and recreational team sports, with perhaps the
addition of local team wear, would undoubtedly benefit from the demonstrated habits and preferences of trade
area residents to patronize downtown Wayland on grounds of its “location/proximity;” and the prevalence of
Tapestry Lifestyle segments exuding active lifestyles. Sales gaps at the 2.5 mile radius of over $284,000, at the
five mile radius of over $767,000 and at the ten mile radius of $2.9 million support this as a potential new
business in the downtown. Other related product lines showing demand from survey, focus group and
workshop participants include bicycles (sales and service) and outdoor recreation-oriented specialties revolving
around hunting, fishing, small motor sports, etc. Expressed demand for arts, hobbies and crafts-related
merchandise lines might provide a more immediate opportunity for existing businesses to expand or add
complementary merchandise lines.

The retail business targets and “top prospects” listed here should serve as a starting point. The Wayland Main Street
Economic Restructuring Committee should infuse local knowledge and expertise into the process of analyzing market
information contained in this study to further develop profiles for business types and uses which are a good fit for
downtown Wayland, and which appear to have the very best chance to succeed. This will be an ongoing process, and the
list of “top prospects” should be continuously reviewed, updated and refined over time, and as conditions change.

–
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Office and Service Uses
Trends and projections pointing to a small-to-moderate increase in the trade area’s population and number of households
through 2016 might ordinarily suggest little demand for new service and office uses in the downtown area. However,
certain trends could serve to essentially change the behavior of the market and generate demand for additional office and
service uses including:


Continued transition to a service-oriented society.



Increasing demand for personal care and medical services related to the “Graying of America” phenomenon.



The downtown’s appeal to office, service and residential uses that will continue to grow as success is realized from
Wayland Main Street downtown enhancement efforts – and the possibility that existing office and service
businesses currently located in other parts of the trade area and surrounding communities will seek to relocate in
or in close proximity to the Wayland downtown district.

The importance of, and opportunities for, new and expanding office and services uses in downtown Wayland may best be
demonstrated by:


Fifty seven percent of consumer survey respondents indicated they visit the downtown area on a daily or weekly
basis to do business at an office or service-related business.



Downtown business survey results showing that office and service uses were cited most frequently by downtown
business survey respondents as business types that, located near them, would help their business generate more
revenue.



Repeated desires by consumer survey, focus groups and workshop participants for a community or activity center
offering activities for youth, teens, families and/or seniors; a movie theater; and additional entertainment venue .

Office and services uses in downtown Wayland already play an important role in generating consistent traffic to support the
district’s economy and sense of vitality. Predictably, office and service uses will continue to be important to downtown in
the future. These uses should continue to be encouraged to locate within the downtown district and, where appropriate
and applicable, Wayland Main Street and community development partners should work to locate these uses in buildings
and spaces that are conducive to creating and maintaining a strong sense of retail vibrancy throughout the district.

–
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Downtown Housing
Consumer survey results lend support for the development, redevelopment or adaptive reuse of downtown housing of
various styles in the downtown area. In all, 126 consumer survey respondents (42% of respondents) indicated “Yes” or
Maybe” when asked if they would consider living in downtown Wayland.
Those indicating that they would consider living in the downtown area expressed interest in a variety of housing styles and
in both rental and owned units. Of those who expressed interest in living in the downtown Wayland area, approximately
48% indicated they would consider a condominium or townhouse, while 31% indicated an interest in an upper floor rental
apartment/loft. Another 38% of respondents selected “other” and indicated they either already live in the downtown area
or identified other styles of housing, with single family home being among the most prevalent of “other” responses.
IS10/OS12. Would you consider living in downtown Wayland?
Consider living downtown

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

A. Yes

43

30.5%

34

21.7%

77

25.8%

B. Maybe

19

13.5%

30

19.1%

49

16.4%

79

56.0%

93

59.2%

172

57.7%

141

100.0%

157

100.0%

298

100.0%

C. No
Total

You indicated "yes" or "maybe" when asked if you would consider living in downtown Wayland. Which of the
following housing options would you consider?
Housing options considered

Intercept Sample

Online Sample

Total Sample

A. Upper-level rental apartment or loft

14

22.2%

25

40.3%

39

31.2%

B. Condominium or townhouse

26

41.3%

34

54.8%

60

48.0%

C. Other*

29

46.0%

19

30.6%

48

38.4%

Data Note: Multiple responses allowed. Percentages based upon number of participants responding to question. Percentages do not total 100%.

ESRI projections anticipate that the number of housing units in the 2.5 mile radius will increase by 22 units from 2011 to
2016. The trends and interest expressed by consumer survey respondents appear to bode well for the development and
expansion of housing options in downtown Wayland.
The best prospects for new downtown housing might be directed toward the development of units that are quite different
from the current inventory of housing options available in the broader community – including styles that might take
advantage of the unordinary dimensions, layouts and materials found in the upper levels of downtown commercial
buildings to create distinguishable and even “funky” living and/or live/work spaces; and for higher-density mixed-use
development at potential redevelopment sites in the downtown district and immediate surrounding area.
Isolated demographic data for respondents indicating they would consider an upper-level apartment or loft, or a
condominium or townhouse – those housing styles which would seem most appropriate to the Main Street target area – is
displayed in the tables and can be helpful in developing a profile for the prospective downtown Wayland housing market.
Demographic Profile for Potential Downtown Housing Market
Gender of online and intercept survey respondents indicating they would consider an upper-level rental
apartment or loft, or a condominium or townhouse.
Count

Gender

Percent

A. Female

44

54.3%

B. Male

37

45.7%

81

100.0%

Total
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Demographic Profile for Potential Downtown Housing Market
Age of online and intercept survey respondents indicating they would consider an upper-level rental apartment
or loft, or a condominium or townhouse.
Count

Age

Percent

A. Less than 20 years

5

6.2%

B. 20 to 24

9

11.1%

C. 25 to 34

11

13.6%

D. 35 to 44

11

13.6%

E. 45 to 54

22

27.2%

F. 55 to 64

15

18.5%

G. 65 to 74

5

6.2%

H. 75 or older

3

3.7%

Total

81

100.0%

Household Size of online and intercept survey respondents indicating they would consider an upper-level rental
apartment or loft, or a condominium or townhouse.
Household Size

Count

Percent

A. 1

6

7.4%

B. 2

34

42.0%

C. 3

13

16.0%

D. 4

14

17.3%

E. 5

9

11.1%

F. 6 or more

5

6.2%

Total

81

100.0%

Gross Household Income of online and intercept survey respondents indicating they would consider an upperlevel rental apartment or loft, or a condominium or townhouse.
Gross Household Income
A. Less than $15,000

Count

Percent
6

7.6%

B. $15,000 to $24,999

7

8.9%

C. $25,000 to $34,999

10

12.7%

D. $35,000 to $49,999

13

16.5%

E. $50,000 to $74,999

21

26.6%

F. $75,000 to $99,999

12

15.2%

G. $100,000 to $149,999

9

11.4%

H. $150,000 to $199,999

1

1.3%

I. $200,000 and greater

0

0.0%

79

100.0%

Total
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The Downtown Wayland Market Study provides a snapshot of the district today and explores opportunities for the future.
The time frame for planning and implementing projects based on findings and opportunities identified as part of this study
could extend up to ten years – or even more.
Because historic commercial district revitalization and redevelopment occurs within a dynamic environment, no set of
specific implementation steps can remain valid for such a long time. Even in the short term, changing economic, social,
political and cultural conditions may dictate a different sequence of events. Some projects might be implemented earlier if
the right set of opportunities present themselves, or the community may determine that a project should be tabled as new
opportunities emerge and others take priority. Because of these limitations, an implementation strategy can only be a
general guide for implementing key aspects of the study.
The First Steps Implementation Strategy summarizes and prioritizes projects and activities that, undertaken as part of a
comprehensive and incremental approach to the downtown district’s enhancement, will advance long-term redevelopment
and revitalization goals for downtown Wayland.
Key market study findings and implications are summarized and potential “Action Steps” are organized in the areas of
Economic Restructuring, Marketing & Promotion, Design and Organization – a format consistent with Wayland Main Street
program’s organizational structure and its 4-point approach to district enhancement. By the very nature of the market
study, implementation strategy actions are primarily focused in the areas of Economic Restructuring and Marketing &
Promotion.
From a logistical standpoint, projects and actions proposed in this Implementation Strategy should be assessed and
integrated with existing Wayland Main Street work plans, and with recommendations and ideas offered by consultants
participating in the recently completed Wayland Resource Team Visit conducted by Michigan Main Street Center.
Consideration must also be afforded the current capacity of Wayland Main Street, and how the organization’s’ valuable
human and financial resources might yield the “biggest bang for the buck.”
The list of potential projects and actions contained in the Implementation Strategy is neither exhaustive nor exclusive. In
fact, potential projects and actions proposed in this document may, in some instances, resemble “the obvious.” The
suggestions and recommendations for action appearing here should be considered a starting point for the development of
a more comprehensive and meaningful strategy that is the product of market analysis findings, local knowledge, and the
continued participation of Wayland Main Street staff and volunteers, local business persons, community leaders and
residents working together to interpret the results and to set a course for action.

–
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Business Retention and Expansion
Business retention and expansion efforts are among the most cost-effective economic development initiatives that can be
undertaken by a community, and set the stage for successful business recruitment efforts. Programs designed to assist
businesses with expansion, relocation and building improvements in the district could effectively stimulate increased levels
of private investment and reinvestment from existing downtown Wayland business and building owners.
Business retention efforts should be focused on enhancing communication and cooperation among businesses as a means
of promoting the sense of Wayland’s commercial core as an entity. Business-to-business networking, marketing and trade
opportunities should be promoted. Other retention efforts should be directed toward familiarizing businesses with local,
regional and state business assistance and technical resources and facilitating access to these resources.
Downtown Wayland’s business survey found that 47% of respondents indicated “high” or “some” likelihood for the
potential expansion of their business to occur over the next one to two years. A relatively high percentage of business
survey respondents also reported plans to increase marketing, expand hours, hire new employees or start or complete
building improvements.
Business expansion efforts should seek to identify specific businesses expressing interest in expansion opportunities and
should target assistance and incentives at those business that have the greatest potential to expand and fill “gaps” in
targeted product and service lines. Business visitation programs are often a good first step in efforts to identify specific
expansion prospects.
Based on business survey responses, programs and incentives that could potentially catalyze business expansion
opportunities include:
► Tax Credits
► Business marketing consultations
► Free/low cost building improvement design services
► Low-interest building improvement loans
► Low-interest line of credit/payment
Partnerships with local financial institutions should be pursued to explore possibilities for low interest loan pools and line of
credit programs. Michigan Main Street Center program partners, including Michigan State Housing Development Authority
(MSHDA) and the Michigan State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) should be engaged in discussions of project and
program alternatives on a continual basis. Resources that might be available through the regional Small Business
Technology and Development Center, the City of Wayland and other regional entities should be identified and promoted as
part of an ongoing Wayland Main Street business assistance program and as part of the proposed Wayland Economic
Restructuring Committee’s (WERC) WERC Tools .
Business Succession Planning
Anticipating changes that could occur in the district business mix as a result of businesses expanding, relocating and closing
within the downtown Wayland area will help to position Wayland Main Street to play a pro-active role in business
development.
Business survey results show that 7 respondents indicated plans to sell, relocate or close their business within the next few
years. This, combined with the fact that 36% of respondents indicated they have been in business for twenty or more
years, makes succession planning an urgent priority, Wayland Main Street should be prepared to develop succession
programs and assistance as a means to identify specific businesses that may be contemplating a change in location or the
closing or sale of their business. Services and assistance offered should generally be focused on providing referrals and
directing business owners to available resources, including commercial realtors and brokers, prospective investors, and
agencies providing technical assistance appropriate to the situation.

–
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Business Recruitment
Business development strategies and the clustering concept forwarded in this study provide direction as to the types of
businesses that might be targeted for expansion and recruitment, and the preferred geographic placement for each
business type. Results from the market study provide preliminary leads for new and expanded business types that trade
area consumers have indicated they would patronize, that existing district businesses view as having the potential to
increase downtown Wayland’s market share, and that show the greatest potential for expansion and recruitment based on
analysis of current and projected market trends.
In general, the very best recruitment prospects for the downtown Wayland district will likely possess one or more of the
following characteristics:
► Have two to five business locations, with at least one operating within a 50-mile radius of Wayland
► Have at least one location that has been in operation for at least three years in a setting similar to the
downtown Wayland business district
► The owner has at least five years ownership or management experience
► Typically occupy 800 to 2,000 square feet
Business recruitment is a highly competitive field that can consume large amounts of time and financial resources – with
little or no immediate results. The success of downtown Wayland business and investor recruitment strategies will largely
hinge on the ability to meet the following objectives:
► Demonstrate consumer demand. Maintain current market information and demographic data and present
information in such a way as to make a compelling case for the viability of downtown Wayland business
ventures. ESRI reports, business and consumer survey results, and market study findings contained in this
report provide a strong base of information.
► Demonstrate the availability of appropriate sites. Maintain a current inventory of available sites and their
characteristics. Retain or partner with professional graphic design firms to build on the branding concept and
WERC Tools Business Recruitment Resource Guide concept proposed by the Wayland Resource Team, and
provide information to investors and entrepreneurs in a professional, visually appealing and easy to
understand format.
► Demonstrate assets already in place. Make prospects aware of completed and imminent improvements, such
as the recently completed streetscape improvement and the anticipated tree replacements, existing activity
generators, complementary businesses and facilities, plans for new or enhanced area housing, and other
features of downtown Wayland that enhance the viability of district business ventures.
► Demonstrate an enthusiastic, progressive city government and financial community. Highlight investments
and active roles played by the City of Wayland, community organizations and financial institutions.
► Demonstrate a cooperative regulatory environment. Clearly explain processes, regulations, restrictions and
guidelines that are relevant to investing and doing business in downtown Wayland. Work as a liaison to assist
prospects and to simplify application, review and permitting processes.
► Demonstrate an active district enhancement effort in place. Highlight accomplishments and capitalize upon
progress being made as part of downtown Wayland’s revitalization program. Emphasize partnerships and
cooperation between Wayland Main Street, City of Wayland, Michigan Main Street Center, and other
economic development organizations.
► Demonstrate an effective promotional program in place. Highlight special events and cooperative marketing
efforts that attract people to, and focus positive attention on, Downtown Wayland. Build on the new branding
concept and provide examples of Downtown Wayland’s new and professionally designed materials
► Demonstrate readiness for redevelopment. Pursue appropriate pre-development research and action on sites
and spaces targeted for redevelopment that might require special attention to address environmental issues,
parking issues, access issues, and other issues and challenges that could affect the marketability and viability
of prospective business and investment ventures.
► Promote available incentives and assistance. Provide information on programs available to district investors,
developers and businesses, as might include design assistance, tax credits, low interest building improvement
loans, and low interest lines of credit or business start up loans that might be made available through Wayland
Main Street, the City of Wayland, through a consortium of local financial institutions or in partnership with
agencies such as Michigan Main Street Center and Michigan State Historic Preservation Office

–
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The success of Wayland business development efforts will depend, in part, on the design, content and distribution of
marketing tools and collateral to reach quality prospects and business types targeted for expansion and recruitment.
Examples of business recruitment marketing materials and tools that might be considered for incorporation in the proposed
WERC Tools Business Recruitment Resource Package and as part of a Downtown Wayland business expansion and
recruitment campaign include:
►

Business Recruitment Marketing Materials. Collateral materials should be designed and produced to include
the most recent market data and information on district business opportunities. A condensed, promotional
version of this market study and readily customized and updated fact sheets that can be customized and
readily produced in-house might be considered as the centerpiece of a marketing portfolio. Other contents
should be developed to meet the described business and investor recruitment objectives.

►

Downtown Wayland Internet Website Feature. An on-line version of the WERC Tools Business Recruitment
Resource Package might be developed as a prominent feature of Wayland Main Street’s Internet website.
Wayland Main Street’s current Internet presence appears to be a work in progress, but a great start, already
including a listing of available spaces.

►

Cooperative Advertising. An advertising program could be developed to advertise Downtown Wayland
investment and business opportunities. Owners and agents of available downtown properties might be invited
to participate in the program, with advertising expenses distributed equally among the participants.
Advertising would be most appropriately placed in surrounding regional and metropolitan area business and
real estate newspaper sections and trade journals.

►

Publicity. Experience has shown that merely publicizing opportunities, and the fact that downtown is open
and ready for business, can be highly effective in generating leads and unearthing prospects. Targeted
business types and uses identified as “top prospects” should be highly publicized in Wayland Main Street news
releases, website features, social media, and other collateral materials and communications avenues. On site
posters, expanding on the “This Space is Not Empty, It’s Full of Opportunity” posters currently being used by
Wayland Main Street, might also include the list of top prospects in a “Wanted in Downtown Wayland”
format, or onsite posters might specify business types most readily accommodated in available spaces.

►

Incentives. The potential for creating incentives for new and expanding businesses in the downtown area was
tagged as a high priority by 64% of consumer survey respondents and 73% of business survey participants –
ranking highest among the various options provided by both groups. Incentives to catalyze business expansion
and support recruitment efforts should be created and packaged through local public-private partnerships.
Examples of possible incentives include design assistance, tax credits, low-interest building improvement
loans, and low-interest lines of credit or business start-up loans that might be made available through
Wayland Main Street and partnerships with local financial institutions. An aggressive effort should be
undertaken to pursue assistance and resources that could be available through Michigan Main Street Center
and other local, regional and state economic development agencies. Available incentives and business start-up
programs should be thoroughly researched by WERC and summarized in fact sheets or a brochure.

For most Main Street Economic Restructuring Committees business recruitment is a very daunting task that requires an
unyielding determination to doggedly pursue desirable business prospects. A recruiter should be prepared to knock on a
hundred doors to get a single positive response. Often times, landing the first recruit is the most difficult task: others tend
to follow as “success breeds success.”
This will likely be the case for Wayland Main Street’s Economic Restructuring Committee as it seeks to recruit desirable
businesses: i.e. those businesses identified as being most likely to add something special to the existing mix. WERC
members indicated that, in recent times, space in downtown Wayland has typically been filled with the first interested
tenant. The Economic Restructuring Committee should begin to think immediately and strategically of ways and means to
work with property owners in order to ensure that vacancies are not necessarily filled with the first prospective tenants, but
with businesses that will help to complement and strengthen the existing business mix. Given this scenario, the Economic
Restructuring Committee might consider possibilities for targeting assistance and incentives at properties and prospective
tenants that could be strategic to advancing business clustering strategies – targeting projects and business types that, in
essence, add to “the whole” of the district. The vacant building on the northwest corner of the key Superior & Main Street
intersection, based on its visibility, prominence and potential, would seem to belong at the top of the priority list and could
serve as an excellent pilot project for such an initiative.

–
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Redevelopment Opportunities
Downtown Wayland, with a selection of vacant and underutilized parcels, buildings and spaces, still offers some potential
for redevelopment. Certain parcels, particularly some currently in use for, and abutting, surface parking, might conceivably
attract an increasing amount of attention on the part of prospective investors and developers who might seek to redevelop
sites for higher density, mixed-use commercial and residential developments.
Housing trends and projections through 2012, along with relatively high levels of interest indicated by consumer survey
respondents, suggest a potential unmet demand for downtown Wayland area housing units of various styles. Market
demand for downtown housing could provide opportunities for the redevelopment or improvement of upper level building
spaces as condominium, apartment and loft units.
Pro-active planning and advance consideration of district management-related issues can help to pave the way for upper
level commercial and residential development, and for the potential redevelopment of underutilized sites. Special
attention should be devoted to ensuring that appropriate building codes and zoning provisions are in place. City building
officials should be involved early in the planning process to troubleshoot potential barriers to upper level redevelopment,
and zoning ordinances should be reviewed and, if necessary, revised to accommodate desired residential and commercial
uses. While the supply of parking in downtown Wayland appears to be ample, parking provisions and management policies
for commercial district housing tenants and business employees should also be reviewed and issues that might revolve
around the need to accommodate long-term employee and resident parking should be resolved in advance.
The area’s infrastructure relative to current and future business needs is another aspect that will impact development
opportunities. The state of the district’s telecommunications infrastructure, in particular, could prove significant to longterm strategies for locating quality service and office tenants in downtown Wayland. The technology could also be vital for
certain retail businesses that could benefit and enhance their prospects for long-term success through the application of
global marketing and E-Commerce technologies. The availability of an advanced telecommunications infrastructure and/or
a public WiFi system could be used as key features for retaining and attracting quality business tenants and residents. The
Wayland Main Street Economic Restructuring Committee should work cooperatively with local community development
partners to assess the condition of the current district telecommunications infrastructure and to develop a long-term plan
for its enhancement and maintenance.
Visitor Impacts
Downtown Wayland’s existing business mix seems to have evolved as a center to serve the day to day convenience of local
area residents, and as such, currently holds, or is perceived to hold, little in the way of attraction for day trip visitors who
might be characterized as consumers who want to spend a day shopping and strolling, Day-trip “tourists” can be a key
component of any downtown district’s economy, but for downtown Wayland the current strength of the district lies in its
ability to serve the repeat needs of Wayland area residents. Long-term business development and redevelopment
strategies should consider trends and capitalize on new opportunities presented by changes in the business mix, such as the
possible addition of more destination-oriented businesses to the district, and some subsequent growth in tourism. But for
the present and immediate future, focus on visitors should be placed on day-trippers from nearby communities, outlying
areas and attractions such as the Gun Lake Casino, and those visitors who are “passing by.”
The Economic Restructuring Committee should work closely with the Promotion Committee and other community
development partners in efforts to further enhance the district’s position as a regional “small town, hometown,
downtown.” Examples of Economic Restructuring Committee activities that could help to position downtown Wayland to
maximize benefits from area and occasional visitors include:
► Providing an ongoing hospitality training course for owners and employees of downtown Wayland businesses
► Participating in area cooperative marketing campaigns and working toward placement of editorial features in
regional publications
► Identifying merchandise lines and services that might offer opportunities for existing businesses to expand based
on increases in demand brought about by growth in visits from the existing trade area
Wayland Main Street should build and maintain strong partnerships with local, regional and state tourism development and
marketing organizations to remain apprised of trends, and should regularly review whether changes to the business mix, or
the development of new events or festivals, or other evolutions as the downtown grows and expands, warrant efforts to
cast a broader marketing net that extends beyond the existing trade areas.
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Action Description

Priority Level

1

Distribute a summary version of the market study to existing district business and property owners, and
to potential business prospects and investors

0

2

Repeat the business survey on an annual or bi-annual basis; monitor changes, assess need for repeating
consumer surveys (typically every 3 to 5 years), or for augmenting/updating data with focus groups

0

3

Continue to update and maintain the downtown Wayland property and business inventory; maintain a
current list of available properties and businesses and distribute the list to area realtors and brokers as
changes occur

0

4

Refine, update and publish the list of “top prospects” on an ongoing basis. Use the top prospects list
along with the business clustering concept (refined and updated over time and as conditions change) as
tools to guide business expansion and recruitment efforts, and work to gain property owner buy-in for
the recruitment of targeted prospects and implementation of the clustering concept

0

5

Conduct regular WERC tours of, and collect detailed information on, available properties and spaces to
help identify and target business types and uses that would be most appropriate and readily
accommodated by each property or spaces, and to help facilitate a “match” with prospects.

0

6

Devise fact sheets or similar written materials that can be readily updated to describe and promote
available business programs and incentives, such as façade design assistance, façade improvement
loans and grants, management and marketing consultations, and property and client referrals

1

7

Organize a Business Visitation Program as the first step toward a business assistance program that
engages businesses, promotes resources, and facilitates the delivery of business assistance resources

1

8

Identify and assist businesses in succession planning by using resources and facilitating access to
assistance available through the Small Business Technology & Development Center and other local,
regional and state resources

1

9

Develop, refine and build on the branding concept developed by the Wayland Resource Team and
incorporate the system in business promotional materials; use the Wayland Main Street website as a an
electronic delivery system for the proposed WERC Tools resources guides and publications, and for the
passive and active recruitment of targeted business prospects

1

10

Review city land use plans, zoning ordinances, building codes and development policies to ensure
compatibility with business development goals and strategies; Work with the Design Committee, City
and other community and economic development partners to develop or revise planning and regulatory
documents, where necessary, to provide for appropriate and desirable development

2

11

Work with local financial institutions to create low-interest loan and line-of-credit programs that can be
used with available technical and design assistance to leverage increased levels of investment in district
buildings and businesses

2

12

Identify candidates and promote business expansion opportunities based on targeted prospects,
business types and merchandise lines identified in the market study

2

13

Identify and actively recruit specific businesses based on targeted prospects identified in the market
study and the availability of appropriate spaces

2

14

Conduct WERC field trips to peer communities and other Main Street communities (especially those
having similar demographics) to identify and make contact with owners of business types and models
that might be a good fit for downtown Wayland.

2

15

Prepare redevelopment concepts and work with property owners to actively market potential infill and
redevelopment sites based on a Downtown Wayland land use plan and business types targeted for
expansion and recruitment

3

16

Utilizing the new logo and other branding materials, facilitate cooperative advertising and marketing
efforts that involve property owners and agents to market available space and potential infill and
redevelopment opportunities

3

17

Complete an assessment of the district’s telecommunications infrastructure and work with community
development partners to devise a long-term strategy for its improvement and maintenance

3

Priority Level Key:
0 = Immediate and/or Ongoing

1 = Within 1 Year

2 = Within 2 Years

3 = Within 3 Years

–

–

Identity Crisis
Downtown Wayland has an identity crisis. In fact it seems fair to say that Wayland has an identity crisis, and that while that
crisis is not specific to the downtown area, the downtown is certainly encompassed in it.
Focus group attendees, when asked what downtown is “known for,” either responded with recent negative media reports
about community issues, or met that question with confused silence. When repeatedly prompted and prodded, attendees
were able to offer up the names of a business or two. Compounding this, even the youth of the community felt there is
nothing unique or special about downtown, or indeed the community, referring to it as “replaceable” and a rather generic
“bedroom community.”
What is particularly remarkable about this perception is the fact that while downtown Wayland has a rich history as the
regional Hometown Downtown, and while area visitors are acting with their persistent and frequent use of the downtown
as if Downtown Wayland is their very own “Hometown Downtown,” they are not perceiving it as their very own
“Hometown Downtown.” The day-to-day use of the downtown reported by survey respondents is very high, but area
residents convey little in the way of a positive, emotional connection to the district as a whole.
While the complete scope of work being carried out by Wayland Main Street’s four standing committees is essential to
laying the groundwork for future economic development success, it is not common that the Promotion Committee has the
opportunity to be the key player in economic development issues. Yet, the most pressing challenge to future development
and investment in the downtown Wayland area may well revolve around the seemingly prevalent perception that
downtown is generic. Promoting the unique and special – those things, the special features, those one-of-a-kind
experiences, that ambience and the memories that can be found nowhere else – must be chief among Wayland Main
Street’s priorities and the Promotion Committee’s agenda.
The branding concept delivered by the Wayland Resource Team provides an excellent direction and tools to jumpstart the
process of enhancing the downtown’s image, and shaping the perception of downtown Wayland among residents and
visitors alike. The branding concept should be further developed, fine tuned and readied for implementation. The branding
system, then, should serve as the basis upon which the Promotion Committee, along with other Main Street committees
and partners, reassert the true identity of downtown Wayland.
Marketing Strategies
The Wayland Main Street Promotion Committee might best begin to approach the dual challenge of appealing to Wayland
residents, as well as area visitors, by subjecting the downtown Wayland calendar of events to an evaluation. Such an
evaluation would attempt to determine whether existing promotions and events are designed to appeal to visitors or to
residents. While such a review may in some cases suggest additional events, in other cases it may only suggest that a
component be added to an existing event that may be of particular appeal to an under-attending consumer market
segment within the trade areas. In other cases, an event evaluation may simply suggest that targeting event advertising to
a specific consumer market group may increase their attendance.
Business survey results show that 100% of businesses identified local/regional Wayland residents as their primary
customers. Yet almost 30% of intercept survey respondents reported a zip code outside of Wayland itself. The combination
of these results might best be viewed as suggesting there is a rather wide view of what is encompassed in “local/regional
Wayland” and attention should be given to increasing visits from surrounding communities. Overall the findings suggest
that marketing and promotion efforts that are designed to appeal first to populations within the identified trade areas
should be a priority.

–

–

Target Market
The analysis of prevalent market segments identified in ESRI Tapestry Segmentation Area Profile reports, along with input
provided by consumer survey responses, provides keen insight on consumer market segments within the trade area.
Marketing and business development efforts that recognize demographic trends and target households that share similar
lifestyle traits and characteristics will best serve efforts to increase Wayland’s market share and to capitalize on existing and
evolving business opportunities.
The mix of retail and service uses in downtown Wayland’s business district, along with as a limited number of destinationoriented businesses, provides for a great deal of repeat visits to the district by Wayland residents and those living within the
immediate surrounding area. To that end, downtown Wayland should seek to solidify an image as a hometown downtown
serving the needs of local area residents, and seek to widen its appeal as a fun place to visit for lunch, dinner or special
events.
Opportunities to increase the district’s market share are weighted based on demographic trends and findings from the
analysis of prevalent neighborhood clusters within the downtown Wayland trade areas. Findings point toward business
development and marketing strategies that key on commonalities in demographics, income levels and lifestyle
characteristics within those trade areas.
Intercept survey results imply that that the district currently holds particular appeal for residents in middle to upper-middle
income brackets. The market in general, while middle to upper-middle in character, is somewhat more diverse in terms of
lifestyle characteristics, with percentages in groups that range from affluent to those who are budgeting carefully, from the
retired to families with small children, from the highly educated to high school grads. These consumers, as an aggregate
market, might best be described as a cross-section of Midwestern rural to near-urban span, tending toward the more
affluent range of the scale, and tending toward families with children. The Promotion Committee should take care to
consider the diversity of the market – and their lifestyle choices – as well as the market and lifestyle choices of current
district users, when reviewing the promotional calendar. Promotional strategies should consider how events -– or
components of events – and media messages may best be organized, promoted, advertised, publicized and staged to reach
specific target markets.
Festivals and Events
The long-term prosperity of the downtown Wayland business district will rely, in part, on the quality of downtown Wayland
marketing and promotion activities – and the ability to appeal to diverse consumer groups. High quality marketing and
promotional activities, as exemplified by Summer Celebration, when orchestrated to expound upon local heritage and
resources – both natural and built – can effectively help to build a positive image and, in essence, affect positive changes in
the market.
Festivals and events could also be used to enhance the district’s “entertainment factor” and even to experiment with
different forms of entertainment that might be considered and desired on a permanent basis. This could be particularly
important for Downtown Wayland, as events/activities/gathering places – for all ages, but particularly for youth – were
frequently cited in both surveys and focus groups as missing and very much in demand by the community. Moreover,
efforts to enhance the image of downtown in the minds of area residents can be fueled by good fun and memorable
experiences created, and reinforced, at downtown events. Attempts to determine how to better provide permanent
entertainment in the district can be made, for example, by producing an outdoor performing arts series and measuring
attendance that could help assess the feasibility of a dinner theater or “brewvie” establishment combining movies with
food and drink.
Wayland and Greater Wayland Area Markets
The majority of Wayland and surrounding area residents may be well familiar with the existing Wayland business mix.
However, more than one focus group discussed their inability to see within downtown buildings, and their surprise at
discovering a particular product was available in a downtown shop. Moreover, as successes – both big and small – are
realized through the implementation of this plan and other Wayland Main Street development and enhancement
initiatives, it will be important to communicate and “celebrate” those successes in ways that capture attention and enhance
the image of downtown Wayland.

–

–

Festivals and special events that enhance and maintain a strong sense of “local flavor” can deliver powerful messages that
provide emotional links to the past and nurture new traditions – and customers. This may be particularly important in
Wayland, where identity is “drifting” from “established community with its own unique history,” to “just another bedroom
community on the way from one bigger town to another.” Analysis of ESRI Tapestry Segmentation reports and key market
analysis findings point to activities oriented to married families with children, youth, and couples at or nearing retirement
age. Messages, activities and events which could find appeal across these varied market segments are likely to:
►

Celebrate Wayland’s unique history

►

Capitalize upon Wayland’s distinct landmarks, assets and resources

►

Emphasize a “fun and funky” and “young and open” spirit

►

Include hands-on activities and live entertainment for all ages

►

Include competitive activities for teens and pre-teens

►

Provide opportunities for the trade area’s diverse groups to interact

The Summer Celebration, recently renamed and in the process of being re-tooled and enhanced, serves as a good start and
excellent demonstration of Wayland Main Street’s willingness and ability to invite and decipher feedback, to evaluate, and
to make changes which, by the accounts of several study participants, has resulted in a more attractive and alluring
schedule of events. Still, there may be some elements of its predecessor festival that Wayland Main Street should consider
bringing back. Focus group attendees, in particular, expressed regret at the discontinuation of contests, including beauty
contests and lip sync contests, which were more participatory than last year’s activities. Examples of other new and
expanded events and activities that could build on the existing events calendar and heighten the district’s appeal among
targeted trade area consumer market segments include:
►

Street-corner performances and mini-events

►

Wayland Holiday Business Walk and Tree Lighting Ceremony

►

Living history re-enactments

►

“Battle of the Bands”

►

Street dances and dance competitions

►

Street court basketball tournaments

►

Pet parades

►

“Wayland Idol” competition

►

Farming and dairy-related demonstrations and events that hearken back to Wayland’s history

►

“Plank Road” foot races

►

“Day” events – such as a “Sisters Event” with afternoon and evening shopping specials, dinner at a downtown
establishment or a progressive dinner at multiple locations, and an after-hours art walk

–

–

Visitor Market
Festivals and special events that promote a strong sense of local culture and history can capitalize upon heritage tourism
and recreational tourism opportunities. These might include events and activities that:
►

Emphasize a “fun and funky” and/or “young and lighthearted” cutting-edge attitude

►

Include hands-on activities and live entertainment for all ages

►

Capitalize on the already growing local and regional arts and artisans movement

Examples of other new and expanded events that could appeal directly to regional visitors and the tourists market include:
►

Juried art shows and local artist and artisan demonstrations which might include art activities for children

►

Street fairs and markets

►

Theater and cultural offerings

These and other ideas for new events that are consistent with marketing, promotion and branding strategies might be
considered as new components of existing events and festivals, as the main feature of a new festival, or as part of an
ongoing promotional series.
Wayland Main Street’s Promotion Committee should work closely with area visitor attractions, and the business
community, to expand regional and tourism-oriented marketing programs and advertising campaigns that feature Wayland,
and particularly its special events, as a visitor attraction. Ongoing and long-term activities might include:
►

Working with downtown area restaurants, retailers and other visitor-oriented establishments, to assemble a
Dining and Attractions Guide with coupons and special offers from district establishments for posting online and
for placement and distribution at visitor-oriented facilities and attractions, such as Gun Lake Casino and Grand
Rapids and Kalamazoo area lodging facilities

►

Organizing visitor-oriented businesses and facilities to participate in cooperative advertising opportunities and
leveraging participant dollars to gain prominent placement in tourism publications

►

Maintaining high quality visitor-oriented Internet website content that promotes the district as a visitor attraction
on the downtownwayland.com website and social media sites, and through reciprocating links with appropriate
websites

►

Working with district retailers to advertise Wayland as a special experience, as could include producing and
compiling a guide to an overnight stay at an area hotel in conjunction with a local festival or event

Cooperative Advertising and Marketing
Cooperative advertising programs could offer a cost-effective approach to institutional advertising that conveys a quality
image of Wayland and that broadens the community’s awareness of products and services available from district
businesses. Beyond paid advertising, the downtownwayland.com and social media sites should serve as primary sources for
information based on strong consumer media preferences, and the ability to cross-pollinate among appropriate websites
and social media sites with reciprocating links and shared posts.
Branding system graphics recently created for downtown Wayland should be fine tuned and deployed in all Wayland Main
Street-produced promotional materials. The downtown business community could also benefit from creative cooperative
and cross-marketing techniques and partnerships that recognize the diversity of Wayland’s targeted consumer markets and
that capitalize on both retail and non-retail traffic generators – a strategy that could be particularly effective in appealing to
residents. Cooperative advertising and cross-marketing examples include:


Coupon for a restaurant discount with a visit to the vet



Free ice cream cone with an oil change



Comprehensive Downtown Wayland Products & Services Directory brochure for local distribution



Wayland Shopping and Attractions Guide with special merchant coupons and offers

–

–

Action Description

Priority Level

1

Develop, refine and ready the downtown Wayland branding system concept for
implementation; formally adopt the branding system; launch the brand and follow-through
on its implementation per specified plans and actions

0

2

Review the downtown promotional calendar for appeal to both local and area resident
segments

0

3

Work and support efforts to enhance and maintain existing district festivals and events and
to introduce new events and activities – or new event components - that are consistent with
the new downtown Wayland brand, that appeal to targeted market segments, and that
serve to enhance and reinforce a quality image for the district

0

4

Work closely with the Design Committee, City and other partners to deploy the new
branding system for downtown Wayland in signage, banners and other décor and
furnishings.

0

5

Support, promote and facilitate downtown business community cooperative advertising and
cross-marketing efforts

1

6

Create a Downtown Wayland products and services directory for online distribution, local
display and delivery to area residents; and a Dining, Events and Attractions Guide for online
distribution and placement at visitor-oriented facilities throughout the region

1

7

Explore and pursue opportunities to create a cooperative marketing incentive (i.e.,
marketing grant program) that provides assistance and incentives for downtown businesses
to use the new downtown Wayland logo and message in advertising, website and social
media links and applications

2

8

Create and maintain constantly fresh feature content for the downtown Wayland website
and social media pages, and to share with other business, community and visitor-oriented
websites and social media sites

2

9

Work with the Economic Restructuring Committee to identify possible festival and event
components or events series that might be used to enhance the district’s “entertainment
factor” and to help assess the feasibility of potential entertainment-oriented businesses and
venues

3

Priority Level Key:
0 = Immediate and/or Ongoing

1 = Within 1 Year

2 = Within 2 Years

3 = Within 3 Years

–

–

Historic Preservation and Aesthetics
Historic preservation is a key element of most, if not all, successful commercial district revitalization programs in the United
States. Communities across the country have come to recognize that their historic resources are integral to maintaining a
strong sense of place and a distinguishable identity in the marketplace. Historic preservation takes on even greater
importance for Wayland than for most commercial districts, as it has already lost a great many of its historic downtown
building stock to fire. Preserving downtown Wayland’s existing historic character, improving the district’s aesthetics, and
addressing building and other maintenance needs should be among the highest priorities pursued as part of this study’s
findings.
Results from consumer and business surveys indicate relatively strong support for efforts to restore and preserve Wayland’s
historic character. These results were consistent with comments from residents, business people and community leaders
participating at public forums and focus groups held throughout the various phases of the study, and were augmented by
frequent comments to the effect that the range of building eras and styles – and of development patterns that are in some
places traditional downtown commercial and in others auto-oriented suburban in nature – has led to a “mish-mash” that
requires a better sense of visual cohesion for the district. There was much discussion as well surrounding the closed-off and
“dark” appearance of downtown storefronts, suggesting window displays in the downtown might also be a priority.
The desire on the community’s part to see quality building improvements is bolstered by business survey returns showing
44% of respondents indicating they have plans to start or complete building improvements within the next year or two; and
35% of respondents indicating interest in free/low-cost building improvement design services, and in low-interest building
improvement loans. The results suggest that guiding individual building improvements in order to achieve the desired effect
for the district as a whole should be the pivotal effort of the Design Committee’s work plan over the next few years.
The Design Committee should work swiftly to review, and revise as may be necessary, existing design guidelines, or to
develop and adopt them if they are not already in place. These efforts should be performed in consultation with the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). The development and application of design guidelines, along with design assistance
being provided by the SHPO in association with Michigan Main Street Center, will promote quality building improvements
and the preservation of Wayland’s historic assets – among its most distinguishable and marketable features – and help to
visually unify the district.
Consideration should be given to coupling design guidelines with incentives targeted at projects that comply with the intent
of the guidelines. This would enable Wayland to “incent” related design review and approval processes, and complete at
least two or three showcase projects that set a high quality standard to be emulated by others. The intersection of Superior
and Main Street should be considered a high priority target for design improvements, and possible assistance and
incentives, based on its high visibility and potential.
The Design Committee should work closely with the Economic Restructuring Committee to promote a business- and
investor-friendly regulatory environment in the district. A complete review of city land use plans, zoning ordinances,
building codes and development policies should be performed to ensure compatibility with both community historic
preservation goals and with district economic development goals.
Appearance and Maintenance
The district’s appearance received rather low marks from consumer survey respondents, with “Attractiveness” gathering a
large percentage of “Weaker” ratings in response to a question asking survey participants to compare downtown Wayland
with other places they frequently shop and do business. Wayland Main Street, especially in tandem with the streetscape’s
“facelift” and newly constructed improvements, should adopt a “Disney Mentality” to maintenance and cleanliness to
ensure that the district is always perceived in a most positive light, particularly as it pursues strategies to bring new
businesses and more and more first time area visitors to the downtown. Their first impression of the district – based largely
on impressions created by the district’s appearances – will be a determining factor for many as they choose whether to
return.

–

–

Relatively simple projects designed to enhance and enliven downtown Wayland’s streetscape and public spaces, such as the
incorporation of the new branding system in banners, signage and other furnishings and decor, can help to improve the
district’s appearance and enhance the pedestrian experience. Continuing efforts to place “finishing touches” on these
elements might include additional flowers and plantings, seasonal and event banners rotated on a periodic basis, flags, and
other decorative and interpretive elements that add color and help to tell the “downtown Wayland story.” Decorative
features might also be incorporated in streetscape furnishings and way-finding signage to extend design elements
throughout the district, thus helping to reinforce a sense of downtown as a unified district and a special place within the
community.
Parking Management
With approximately 74% of consumer survey respondents indicating an opinion that parking is “Stronger” or “Equal” to
other shopping areas they frequent, current parking supply appears to be more than adequate to meet demand. However,
as efforts of Wayland Main Street to enhance the district succeed, the performance of a parking study for the district might
become necessary. The parking study might be required to review the impact of proposed infill and redevelopment projects
in order to assess the possible need for additional parking or a change in parking management policies to accommodate the
short- and long-term parking needs of downtown Wayland customers, residents and employees.

Action

Description

Priority Level

1

Work with the City to ensure adequate and proper maintenance of downtown Wayland
streetscape, furnishings and public spaces

0

2

Work with the appropriate Wayland Main Street committee(s) and partners to
incorporate the new branding system in downtown Wayland décor and furnishings

5

Apply design guidelines and standards (develop and/or refine as may be necessary) to
guide and compel quality downtown Wayland building improvements and infill
construction and development

0

3

Monitor parking and, if necessary, implement or commission a parking study to establish
or revise parking policies in order to assess the impact of proposed new development
and to address the needs of district patrons, employees and residents

0

4

Maintain ongoing historic preservation education efforts designed to enhance the
community’s awareness of, and appreciation for, the preservation of downtown
Wayland’s historic architecture and resources

0

6

Work with the Economic Restructuring Committee to assemble, package and promote
available incentives and downtown Wayland building improvement assistance programs;
target demonstration and high profile projects (i.e., buildings at Superior and Main Street
intersection)

0

7

Work with business owners to enhance and maintain window displays; inquire as to the
potential availability of a tech visit and/or on-site training and workshop opportunities
that might be available from Michigan Main Street Center

1

8

Work with Economic Restructuring Committee and City to review city land use plans,
zoning ordinances, building codes and development policies to ensure compatibility with
business development goals and strategies and to promote a business- and investorfriendly regulatory environment

2

Priority Level Key:
0 = Immediate and/or Ongoing

1 = Within 1 Year

2 = Within 2 Years

3 = Within 3 Years

–

–

The complete slate of strategies, actions and projects proposed for implementation in this study are ambitious, and the
Organization Committee’s roles as partnership builder, resource locater and publicity machine will be absolutely vital to
ensuring the success of Wayland Main Street revitalization efforts. In some cases this role may require the Organization
Committee to locate or develop entirely new sources of funding to execute an Economic Restructuring Committee project,
or to find a new volunteer source to ensure that a Promotion Committee project is adequately staffed. In other cases, it
might require the organization to re-assess priorities and existing budget allocations as projects may shift in priority based
on findings of this study, or as conditions change.
Funding
Some of the projects outlined in this study will require additional and unusual amounts of funding – in some cases for a
one-time project. The Organization Committee, in cooperation with the Wayland Main Street/DDA Board of Directors,
should work with each of the committees to review project funding needs and to formulate a strategy for meeting those
needs. As with all Main Street projects, meeting funding requirements does not necessarily entail writing a check. Assisting
the Promotion Committee, for example, to produce a festival, might instead involve acquiring donations or discounts from
local vendors. For larger-scale projects, sponsorships, grants, one-time appeals, and donations of technical expertise and
services are all sources of project funding that should be rigorously investigated and pursued.
Volunteers
Some of the projects proposed in this study will require extraordinary volunteer resources. Whether the project is the
addition of a new “Dancing Daze” festival or performing arts event, an effort to network businesses, or an attempt to rehab
a district building, the Organization Committee should work with the relevant committee to find unique ways to acquire
new volunteers – and engage them in the process. For the above festival example, the committee might assist by forming a
partnership with a local community group or enlisting the help of students at the high school or a nearby college.
The Organization Committee should be particularly aware that high school students participating in focus groups indicated
they were ready and willing to produce an event, have fresh ideas, and expressed a desire to have at least one good
memory to take away from their childhood in Wayland that “didn’t take place at school.” Aside from the volunteer hours
supplied, enlisting the youth of the community, and engaging and empowering them to forward their own projects, can be
a powerful tool for providing exactly the sort of experiences and memories of which “my hometown” are indelibly planted.

Partnership Building
While Wayland Main Street can and should take the leadership role in facilitating projects adopted as a result of this study,
the group’s continued success in forming partnerships with entities such as the City of Wayland, Michigan State Housing
Development Authority, Michigan Main Street Center and other local, regional and state organizations, will prove essential
to the achievement of long-term district revitalization and management goals
Wayland Main Street’s Organization Committee should serve in much the same capacity as a steering committee, helping to
manage resources and coordinating projects proposed in this plan with appropriate organizations and groups, and
monitoring implementation of each project component. Each Main Street committee might pursue projects proposed as
part of this study in collaboration with several other groups. Some groups and entities are specifically identified in this
study as being key partners, but the list is not exclusive or exhaustive. Organization Committee members, in consultation
with other Wayland Main Street committees, should work to identify – and recruit – additional organizations, businesses
and individuals that share an interest in community revitalization goals.

–

–

Leadership Development
Wayland Main Street volunteers and staff may find themselves embarking on new territory, working in areas and dealing
with challenges and issues that have not been encountered before as they pursue opportunities and projects proposed in
this study. Wayland Main Street staff, in particular, will be involved at a high level and responsible for important tasks that
will have a major impact on the organization’s success. The Wayland Main Street Director, for example, will be extensively
involved in business expansion and recruitment proposals selected for implementation.
The Wayland Main Street Organization Committee, working with the Board of Directors, should allocate sufficient funds for
staff and volunteer training that will help to nurture their leadership skills and enhance their abilities to work effectively,
execute projects, and generate intended results. Staff and volunteer training opportunities available from Michigan Main
Street Center and other related organizations should be promoted and capitalized upon. Consideration should also be given
to the possible need for additional Main Street office support staff that could become apparent as the organization pursues
new opportunities and projects, and as the Director takes on an increasing, and increasingly complex, workload.

Public Relations
Keeping projects that have been adopted as a result of this study before the public eye will be critical to keeping the study
from gathering dust on the shelf. The Organization Committee should work consistently to publicize plans and progress
being made through the implementation of projects originating from this study – and always celebrate successes achieved
as a result. Public relations efforts might include regular “progress reports” delivered at city and civic club meetings, news
releases under a unifying banner or theme, town meetings, stakeholder meetings, monthly district merchant coffees to
discuss projects, plans and results, and a monthly or weekly update on a local radio show or cable access television show.

Action Description

Priority Level

1

Work with Wayland Main Street committees and the Board of Directors to identify
appropriate funding requirements and pursue funding sources

0

2

Work with the Main Street/DDA Board to explore adding students to committees – or
possibly even the Board

0

3

Allocate sufficient funds for volunteer and staff leadership development and technical
training

0

4

Monitor the need for Main Street office support staff and budget and act accordingly

0

5

Work with committees to review volunteer requirements, identify potential sources for
volunteers, and assist the committees in the recruitment and training of volunteers

0

6

Work to involve residents, district business people, elected officials, community leaders and
representatives from other community organizations in all phases of planning,
implementation and management

0

7

Maintain an aggressive, ongoing public relations program to publicize plans, projects and
results

0

Priority Level Key:
0 = Immediate and/or Ongoing

1 = Within 1 Year

2 = Within 2 Years

3 = Within 3 Years

–

–

For Wayland, the completion of this market study is not
an end but rather the beginning of a new phase in the
community’s downtown enhancement initiative.
This summary report serves to highlight only a small
sample of the knowledge and direction that can be
synthesized from analysis of data collected during the
market study process. Similarly, the implementation
strategy proposed and outlined in this document is only a
starting point for a more comprehensive slate of projects
that is likely to emerge as local leaders continue to study
the market.
As Wayland Main Street moves forward it must continue
to involve local community leaders, business persons and
residents in efforts to analyze and interpret the
information collected through the market study process
in order to develop a complete understanding of the
findings and results – and the implications for the
downtown area. The ensuing process should seek to “dig
deep” into the results and their meanings and to
incorporate local knowledge into the analysis and
interpretation of the market study’s findings. Such a
process will serve to aid in the development and
implementation of strategies that are both marketdriven and intrinsic to the community’s goals and
aspirations for downtown Wayland.
Indeed, the highly public and detailed market study
process orchestrated to date may be, in and of itself, one
of the most important “results” to emerge. While the
process has served to help identify present-day priorities,
existing and looming challenges, and immediate and
emerging opportunities, it can not, and does not pretend
to, anticipate tomorrow’s priorities, next year’s
unexpected challenges, or exciting and unanticipated
opportunities still over the horizon.
The diligent efforts undertaken by Wayland Main Street
leaders and volunteers to gather the input, to study the
data, and to initiate the development of a market-driven
implementation strategy have prepared the organization
and the community well by providing a public framework
and a strong basis upon which the community can plan
and act for the future. It is within this framework that the
community will continue to marshal the resources and
knowledge necessary to meet new challenges and to
capitalize upon fresh opportunities that are an everpresent component of a perpetually evolving and
dynamic downtown district.

–

–

